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In this thesis, we describe two approaches to generalise the linear Dirac equation.
The ﬁrst is an axiomatic approach, where we demand the nonlinear generalisations
to satisfy several physical properties possessed by the linear equation. The second is
an information-theoretic approach, where we use some information-theoretic argu-
ments to generalise the linear Dirac equation. Unlike the formal case, in the latter
approach, nonlinearity is not demanded at the onset but is a consequence together
with Lorentz violation.
As for applications, we ﬁrst apply these generalised equations to study neutrino
oscillations where we ﬁnd that the results are sensitive to the individual neutrino
masses, unlike the case of the conventional theory. Secondly, we derive the non-
relativistic limit of these generalisations and discover that the relativistic correc-
tions regularise some potential singularities. We also ﬁnd that these corrections are
enhanced at the nodes, if any, of the wavefunctions which allow us to test quantum
nonlinearity in future experiments that are sensitive to the nodes in the wavefunc-
tions. Thirdly, we discuss the discrete symmetries possessed by these generalisations
which may suggest possible new source of 풞풫 violation or origin of matter-antimatter
asymmetry.
In summary, we are able to generate a class of nonlinear Dirac equations that is
more general than previous constructs in the literatures. We provide an argument
that quantum linearity may have a close relation to space-time symmetry. Lastly,




5.1 This table summarises the modiﬁed dispersion relations for the dis-
cussed examples. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
8.1 This table shows the discrete symmetry properties for the examples
we have considered with equation numbers in the brackets. The
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Evolution equations in quantum theory are linear. The linearity in quantum theory
has led to very good agreement with the experiments and till the present no deviation
from quantum linearity has been found [1–4]. From these experiments, any devia-
tions from quantum linearity have to be small. Although no quantum nonlinearity
has yet been detected, many versions of nonlinear quantum evolution equations have
been proposed [5–16]. Some of these equations are useful in describing various phe-
nomena in physics1 like optics, condensed matter physics, particle physics, atomic
physics, nuclear physics, hydrodynamics and gravitational physics [17–19, 21–27].
These nonlinear equations describing the various phenomena serve as eﬀective equa-
tions.
Before continuing, we will discuss quantum linearity from another point of view.
As suggested in Ref. [10], quantum linearity may be linked to the space-time sym-
metry. That is, any deviation in quantum linearity, at the fundamental level, will
lead to a corresponding violation of the space-time symmetry, namely the Lorentz
symmetry. Currently, the Lorentz symmetry is well preserved. No evidence of vio-
lation of the Lorentz symmetry has yet been detected [28–32], any such violations
have to be small.
1For motivation, a brief description of various applications of nonlinear quantum evolution
equations is given in Section 1.1 at the end of this introduction.
1
Ch 1– Introduction
If quantum linearity and Lorentz symmetry are truly linked to each other, the
suitable regime to look for such inter-related violations would be at high energies or
at very short distances. With this high energy regime in mind, we intend to look for
generalisations (nonlinear) of the relativistic quantum evolution equation, namely
the celebrated Dirac equation. In addition, one hopes to detect the eﬀects of these
generalised equations at the quantum mechanical level, rather than at the loop eﬀects
in ﬁeld theory. This will serve as the main focus of the work presented in this thesis.
That is, we are looking for generalised Dirac equations at the quantum mechanical
level.
In this thesis, we will examine two approaches to generalise the linear Dirac
equation. The ﬁrst approach is to constrain the nonlinear generalisations by the
desirable physical properties possessed by the linear Dirac equation. The nonlinear
generalisation is given by
(푖훾휇∂휇 −푚+ 퐹 )휓 = 0 (1.1)
where 퐹 depends on the wavefunction 휓 and its adjoint 휓¯2. We begin by requir-
ing, just as for 퐹 = 0, that equation (1.1) be local, Poincare´ covariant, conserves
probability and is separable for multi-particle states. The constraints on 퐹 are then
solved in an expansion procedure to be detailed in Section 2.2. That is, we imple-
ment a systematic scheme to construct a large class of nonlinear extensions of the
Dirac equation. The constraints we adopt are similar to those used in understanding
non-relativistic quantum theory [33, 34].
The second approach is to motivate the generalisation using information-theoretic
arguments. Before moving on to describe this approach, we give a brief description
of the information-theoretic method. A more in-depth description can be found
in Chapter 3. Information-theoretic approach also called maximum entropy (or
uncertainty) principle, is a method to infer probability distributions in statistical
2Note that we do not consider 퐹 ’s that have free derivatives acting to the right on the ﬁnal 휓




mechanics [35–37]. To be exact, it is a method to infer probability distributions
that give the least biased description of the state of the system3. Such method have
been used in the derivation of the Schro¨dinger equation in non-relativistic quantum
mechanics [38, 39]. Refer to Chapter 3 for more elaborations.
In Ref. [10], generalised measures were considered using this approach, which lead
to nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations whose properties have been further investigated
[40–43]. An application to quantum cosmology [44,45] uses the nonlinear equations
to model expected new physics at the Planck scale: it was found that even a weak
nonlinearity could replace the Big Bang singularity by a bounce.
Since the focus of this thesis is at the relativistic regime, one may ask if such
generlisations of the Dirac equation could be used to model new physics where spin
degrees of freedom is relevant. The above mentioned second approach is that once
the usual linear quantum equation is available, one may consider using them as the
starting points for application of an information-theoretic generalisation. That is,
we take the wavefunction 휓 and its adjoint, rather than the probability density4, as
the building block in the construction of information measures.
Thus we wish to construct a Lagrangian of the form
L = 휓¯ (푖훾휇∂휇 −푚)휓 + F (1.2)
where F depends on the wavefunction 휓 and its adjoint. F is an information
measure that is meant to be simultaneously minimised when deriving the equations
of motion (the Lagrange multiplier method is used, the multiplier being implicit
in F ). In this way, one obtains generalised Dirac equations which we interpret as
encoding potential new physics at higher energies. The positivity constraint on the
information measure, to be discussed in Chapter 3, turns out to be very restrictive.
We emphasize that unlike Ref. [46] or the ﬁrst approach, here we do not start by
3A comprehensive description can be found in Ref. [10]
4In non-relativistic regime, the information-theoretic approach uses the probability density and
the phase of the wavefunction as the basic variables [10, 38, 39].
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demanding nonlinearity, but rather ﬁnd it as one of the unavoidable consequences of
an information-theoretic generalisation.
The generalised Dirac equations obtained in the two approaches are relatively
new. They contain derivative terms which are not present in other approaches in
the literatures [11–16].
With these generalisations at hand, we apply them to various areas in physics.
It will be shown that these generalisations lead to modiﬁcations to the energy dis-
persion relations. Firstly, we explore the impact of these generalisations on neutrino
oscillation. There, we derive the changes in the oscillation probabilities brought
about by the modiﬁed dispersion relations. This allows us to probe quantum non-
linearity in the future neutrino oscillation experiments [47]. We ﬁnd that some
generalisations are sensitive to the individual neutrino masses [48], unlike the case
of the conventional theory.
Secondly, we derive the non-relativistic limit of these generalisations [49]. We
discover that the singularities of some previously proposed nonlinear non-relativistic
equations can be naturally regularised by ﬁrst starting with its relativistic counter
part and taking the non-relativistic limit. Thus it is the relativistic corrections that
regularise the singularities. An interesting point to note is that these relativistic
corrections are enhanced at the nodes, if any, of the wavefunctions. Therefore, this
may allow us to test quantum nonlinearity in future experiments that are sensitive
to the nodes in the wavefunctions.
Next, we discuss the properties of the discrete symmetry possessed by these gen-
eralisations. These properties suggest possible applications to the area of standard
model physics (origin of 풞풫 violation) or in cosmology (origin of matter-antimatter
asymmetry). There, we give a rough estimate in the energy scales in which the
generalisation becomes signiﬁcant.
Finally, we brieﬂy discuss the possible future applications of these generalisations.
That is the possibility of describing neutrinos with a pure nonlinear contribution
4
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without mass; generalisations to areas in non-local theories; non-relativistic systems
as in hydrodynamics and nonlinear optics.
The thesis is outlined as follows: In the ﬁrst part, we describe the formalism of
the nonlinear Dirac equations (NLDEs). In the next chapter, we will discuss the
ﬁrst approach (axiomatic) to generalise the linear Dirac equation. In Chapter 3, we
describe the second approach (information-theoretic). Next in Chapter 4, we show
that the nonlinear generalisations cannot be linearised by performing a nonlinear
gauge transformation. In the second part, we examine the various applications of
these generalised equations. Chapter 5 describes the modiﬁcations to the energy
dispersion relations and possible plane-wave solutions. Applications to neutrino
oscillation is discussed in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we examine the non-relativistic
limit of these generalisations. The discrete symmetries are discussed in Chapter 8.
Possible future applications are mentioned in Chapter 9. We end with a summary
of this thesis in Chapter 10.
In this thesis, we follow closely the notations used in Ref. [50] unless explicitly
speciﬁed. The notations are given in Appendix A. Certain plots from Chapter 6 are
given in Appendix B.
1.1 Applications of nonlinear quantum evolution
equations
In order to further motivate the use of nonlinear quantum evolution equations, we
will brieﬂy describe some applications of these equations. We will break down these
applications into non-relativistic regime and relativistic regime.
Non-relativistic applications
Nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations have widely been used in condensed matter physics.
An example is the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (a nonlinear quantum evolution equa-
5
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tion) that describes the theory of the states in Bose Einstein condensation [18].
Soliton solutions of certain nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations have been studied ex-
tensively in many area in physics like the description of pulse propagations in nonlin-
ear optics [17], wave propagations in plasmas [25,27] and “black holes” in Madelung
ﬂuids [26].
Relativistic applications
W. Heisenberg is the ﬁrst to propose nonlinear Dirac equation to understand the
origin mass which gives a more realistic uniﬁed theory of elementary particles [19,20].
Nonlinear Dirac equations have also been used in quantum electrodynamics (QED)
where the nonlinearities will aﬀect the electron binding energy in heavy/ super
heavy atoms which is not visible in ordinary (light) atoms [21]. Last but not least,
nonlinear Dirac equations are being applied to gravitational physics to describe
spin-1
2
particles in space-times with torsions [22].
6
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NOTE: Most materials presented in this thesis are the reproduction of works
published in the list below. However, more intermediate steps in the analysis
are included. Certain parts of the thesis are relatively new, like Chapter 9,
they cannot be found in any published works. Any materials, except the detailed
workings and Chapter 9, that are not available in the published work will be
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NOTE: The materials presented in this chapter are the reproduction, with
more intermediate workings, of work published in Ref. [46]. The part on
chiral current conservation for multi-particles state, in Section 2.1.5, is not
available in Ref. [46] but can be found in the earlier version of the same
paper [51]. More elaborations on the violation of Lorentz symmetry is given
in Section 2.3.2.
In this chapter, we describe a method to construct nonlinear Dirac equations
(NLDEs) by imposing certain axioms. These axioms are derived from the many
appealing properties possessed by the linear Dirac equation. We list a few examples
of NLDEs in Section 2.3 where we also discuss the possibilities of further extensions
motivated by physical considerations. At the end of the chapter, we discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of whether to construct NLDEs at the level of equa-
tion of motion or at the level of Lagrangian. Here we emphasise that the NLDEs
constructed are interpreted as quantum mechanical evolution equations.
2.1 Constraints
Now we examine the constraints on the nonlinear term 퐹 in (1.1) under several
desired properties possessed by the linear Dirac equation.
9
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2.1.1 Locality
We continue to assume that physics, as described by the wavefunction 휓, is accu-
rately captured by a local evolution equation. This means that we require 퐹 to
depend only on 휓, its adjoint and their derivatives all evaluated at a single point 푥.
Note that we do not consider 퐹 s that contains free derivatives acting to the right on
the ﬁnal 휓 of the equation (1.1). So our nonlinear term 퐹 is in general a matrix in
spinor space with space-time dependent coeﬃcient.
Here we demand locality at the level of equations of motion rather than at
the level of Lagrangian. As a consequences, some of our equations might not be
obtainable from a local Lagrangian. Of course, one can impose locality at the level
of Lagrangian: We illustrate this in Section 2.3.3 and discuss the relative advantages
and disadvantages.
2.1.2 Poincare´ Invariance
Under the Poincare´ transformation 푥′ = Λ푥+푎, the linear Dirac equation is covariant
if the wavefunction transforms as 휓′(푥′) = 푆(Λ)휓(푥) = 푆(Λ)휓 (Λ−1(푥′ − 푎)) in
Ref. [50].
The Poincare´ transformed nonlinear Dirac equation (1.1) is given by
(
푖훾휇∂′휇 −푚+ 퐹 ′
)
휓′(푥′) = 0 (2.1)(
푖훾휇Λ휈휇∂휈 −푚+ 퐹 ′
)
푆(Λ)휓(푥) = 0 (2.2)
푆−1(Λ)
(
푖훾휇Λ휈휇∂휈 −푚+ 퐹 ′
)
푆(Λ)휓(푥) = 0 (2.3)(
푖훾휈∂휈 −푚+ 푆−1(Λ)퐹 ′푆(Λ)
)
휓(푥) = 0 (2.4)
where 푆−1(Λ)훾휇Λ휈휇푆(Λ) = 훾




휔훼훽 the transformation parameters. If we demand that the nonlinear equation (1.1)
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to be covariant under the same transformations, we need
푆−1(Λ)퐹 ′푆(Λ) = 퐹 , (2.5)
where 퐹 ′ is the Poincare´ transformed 퐹 . Note that 퐹 is a function depending on 휓¯,
휓 and their derivatives.
2.1.3 Hermiticity
Usually, in quantum mechanics, we require the Hamiltonian to be Hermitian. This
is to ensure that the eigenvalues are real. This is to ensure the eigen-energies to be








휓 = (퐻퐷 − 훽퐹 )휓 (2.7)
where 훼푖 = 훾0훾푖, 훽 = 훾0, 퐻퐷 is the linear Dirac Hamiltonian. Since the linear Dirac
Hamiltonian is Hermitian, 퐻†퐷 = 퐻퐷, we require
1 also the total Hamiltonian to be
Hermitian. That is (퐻퐷 − 훽퐹 )† = 퐻퐷 − 훽퐹 . We get
훾0퐹 †훾0 = 퐹 . (2.8)
Current Conservation
In terms of the usual adjoint 휓¯ = 휓†훾0, the adjoint equation of (1.1) is given by
휓†
(−푖훾휇†∂휇 −푚+ 퐹 †) = 0 (2.9)
휓†훾0
(−푖훾휇∂휇 −푚+ 훾0퐹 †훾0) 훾0 = 0 (2.10)
휓¯
(−푖훾휇∂휇 −푚+ 훾0퐹 †훾0) = 0 . (2.11)
1Recall, we are adopting the standard kinematical structure of quantum mechanics, in particular
the standard inner product.
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The last step is obtained by multiplying 훾0 to (2.10) from the right. The linear
Dirac equation has the conserved current
푗휇 = 휓¯훾휇휓, (2.12)
which allows 휓†휓 to be interpreted as a probability density. The divergence of the











훾휇휓 + 휓¯훾휇∂휇휓 (2.14)
= 휓¯
(
푖푚− 푖훾0퐹 †훾0)휓 + 휓¯ (−푖푚 + 푖퐹 )휓 (2.15)
= 휓¯
(
푖퐹 − 푖훾0퐹 †훾0)휓 (2.16)
which vanishes due to the Hermiticity condition (2.8).
We can see that by requiring the Hamiltonian to be Hermitian, the current will
automatically be conserved. Note that, in future applications, we may want to
consider non-Hermitian Hamiltonian that model open systems. Then (2.16) can be
used as a measure of leakage from the system.
Chiral Current
For completeness we also discuss the chiral current, for which the expression in the
linear theory is 푗휇5 = 휓¯훾





훾0퐹 †훾0훾5 + 훾5퐹
)
휓 + 2푖푚휓¯훾5휓. (2.17)
2Note that we substitute (1.1) and (2.11) into (2.14) to obtain (2.15).
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For the usual chiral current to be conserved in the massless, 푚 → 0, limit of the
nonlinear equation, we require
훾5퐹 + 훾
0퐹 †훾0훾5 = 0 (2.18)
which, on using the Hermiticity condition (2.8), simpliﬁes to
{퐹, 훾5} = 0 . (2.19)
2.1.4 Universality
The usual Dirac equation has the property, as all linear equations do, that it is
invariant under a rescaling of the wavefunction, 휓 → 휆휓. In quantum mechanics,
such a condition allows solutions of the equation to be freely normalised. This is
sometimes demanded for an interpretation of measurements [5–8].
We would like our nonlinear generalisations to have the same scale invariance
property, which we motivate with alternative reasoning as follows. We desire equa-
tions that are as universal as possible. So, the equation should have the same form
whether it describes a single particle or a system of particles. More speciﬁcally, the
parameters describing the strength of the nonlinearity 퐹 should not be dependent
on the number of particles in the system, just as Planck’s constant ℏ is universal
in the multi-particle Schro¨dinger equation. If 휓 represents the wavefunction for a
푁 -particle state, then the normalisation of probability implies that the dimension of
휓 depends on 푁 , just as in the non-relativistic case [33,34], and so the dimension of
퐹 would then be 푁 dependent in general. We can avoid this conclusion by requiring
that 퐹 have the above-mentioned scaling property
퐹 (휆휓) = 퐹 (휓) (2.20)
where we mean that the wavefunction and its adjoint are all scaled by the same factor
13
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휆 on the left-hand-side. Equation (2.20) implies that 퐹 must be non-polynomial,
퐹 ∼ 퐹 (퐴/퐵) (2.21)
where 퐴,퐵 contains equal factors of the wavefunction.
2.1.5 Separability
The usual linear Dirac equation can be used to describe a system of particles and
is separable for independent subsystems. It seems useful to have this property for
our nonlinear generalisation if the resultant equation3 is to describe fundamental
dynamics. However as we will explain in Section 2.3, one may omit the separability
constraint in favour of other arguments which result in similar forms for the eventual
퐹 ’s, and those forms anyway become separable with a suitable interpretation of the
multi-particle states. Thus with the same structure for 퐹 we can use the equation
for fundamental, phenomenological or eﬀective dynamics.
Let us review separability ﬁrst for the linear Dirac equation so as to motivate
suitable deﬁnitions of 휓¯ and 푗휇 for many-body systems. In the multi-time formalism
[52–54], which preserves manifest Poincare´ invariance, the many-body linear Dirac
equation for non-interacting particles may be written as
∑
푠
(푖훾휇푠 ∂휇,푠 −푚푠)휓 = 0 (2.22)
where
휓 = 휓1 ⊗ 휓2 ⊗ . . .⊗ 휓푠︸︷︷︸
푠푡ℎ푠푖푡푒
⊗ . . .
훾휇푠 = 퐼 ⊗ 퐼 ⊗ . . .⊗ 훾휇︸︷︷︸
푠푡ℎ푠푖푡푒
⊗ 퐼 ⊗ . . . (2.23)
3We wish the resultant nonlinear equations to be separable for independent subsystems such
that the equations for the subsystems have the same form as the corresponding equations for
single-particle system.
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푚푠 = 퐼 ⊗ 퐼 ⊗ . . .⊗ 푚(푠)︸︷︷︸
푠푡ℎ푠푖푡푒
⊗ 퐼 ⊗ . . . (2.24)
and 푠 labels the particle. Consider explicitly the two-particle case,
(푖훾휇1 ∂휇,1 −푚1 + 푖훾휇2 ∂휇,2 −푚2)휓 = 0 . (2.25)





]⊗ 휓2 + 휓1 ⊗ [(푖훾휇∂휇,2 −푚(2))휓2] = 0 . (2.26)
Let 휙1 and 휙2 be arbitrary single particle wavefunctions for the two independent















= 0 . (2.27)
The result is clearly separable in that solutions of the individual single particle Dirac
equations satisfy the two-particle equation and vice-versa. Although it is suﬃcient
to reduce from (2.26) that the individual single particle Dirac equations satisfy the
two-particle equation, (2.27) is needed in the next section to deduce the structure
of 퐹 ’s.
To motivate the deﬁnition of 휓¯ for multi-particle states, consider the adjoint of

























= 0 . (2.29)
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with 휓¯ = 휓¯1 ⊗ 휓¯2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ 휓¯푠 ⊗ . . .. This adjoint equation can be proofed to be
separable using the same method as we have done earlier.
To determine the expression for 푗휇 in multi-particle system, we multiply (2.26)
from the left by 휓¯1 ⊗ 휓¯2 and multiply (2.29) from the right by 휓1 ⊗ 휓2. Taking the











= 0 . (2.31)





푠 = 0 (2.32)
with the current is deﬁned to be
푗휇푠 = 휓¯1휓1 ⋅ 휓¯2휓2 ⋅ . . . ⋅ 푗휇(푠)︸︷︷︸
푠푡ℎ푠푖푡푒
⋅휓¯푠+1휓푠+1 . . . (2.33)
where 푗휇(푠) = 휓¯푠훾














= 0 . (2.34)
Thus conservation of individual currents implies the conservation of the two-particle
current and vice-versa.
We next discuss the chiral current for the two-particle case to obtain the correct
deﬁnition of 훾5 for multi-particle states which we may intuitively guess from (2.23).
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We deﬁne, in the spirit of (2.33),
푗휇5,푠 = 휓¯1휓1 ⋅ 휓¯2휓2 ⋅ . . . ⋅ 푗휇5,(푠)︸︷︷︸
푠푡ℎ푠푖푡푒
⋅휓¯푠+1휓푠+1 . . . (2.35)
which implies that 훾5,푠 is
훾5,푠 = 퐼 ⊗ 퐼 ⊗ . . .⊗ 훾5︸︷︷︸
푠푡ℎ푠푖푡푒
⊗ 퐼 ⊗ . . . . (2.36)































= 0 . (2.39)
Hence the conservation of individual chiral currents implies the conservation of the
two-particle chiral current and vice-versa.
2.1.6 Discrete Symmetries
We do not discuss the aspect of discrete symmetries in this chapter. Refer to Chapter
8 for more details.
2.2 Structure of 퐹
In this section, we will describe the construction of 퐹 by using the constraints listed
in the previous section.
We would like our nonlinear equation to be separable in this minimal sense: for a
17
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wavefunction which is the product of two independent states, the composite equation
should decompose into two independent equations4. Looking at the expressions
(2.26), (2.27) we see that for the nonlinear equation (1.1) to be separable as such,
we require 퐹 to decompose as
퐹 (휓1 ⊗ 휓2) = 퐹 (휓1)⊗ 퐼 + 퐼 ⊗ 퐹 (휓2) (2.40)
for a state made up of two independent particles. Equation (2.21) and the examples







풟1 ⊗ 퐼 + 퐼 ⊗
풩2
풟2 . (2.41)
Thus for a product state we require 풩 → 풩1 ⊗풟2 +풟1 ⊗풩2 while 풟 → 풟1 ⊗풟2.
Requiring 풩 and 풟 to be separately Poincare´ invariant, we see that the simplest
functional of 휓 that would decompose as required for 풟 is 휓¯휓 and powers thereof.




subject to the other constraints that have yet to be imposed.
Our deduction of (2.42) has been somewhat heuristic and so the reader may
prefer to think of it as an ansatz within which we discuss our equations.
As mentioned earlier, the separability condition is appropriate for fundamental
equations that describe an arbitrary collection of particles. However if the non-
linearities are an approximate description of an underlying dynamics, as eﬀective
equations attempt to do, then the universality and separability arguments do not
seem appropriate. However even then one may motivate the structure (2.42) as
follows. Generally, for slowly varying ﬁelds, one may perform a gradient expansion
4Here the two independent equations should have the same form as the equations for single-
particle system.
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+ . . .+
푁푖
퐷푖
+ . . . (2.43)
where the 푁푖’s depend on the wavefunction and contain exactly 푖 derivatives. The
퐷푖’s also depend on the wavefunction but do not contain any derivatives.
Now in most nonlinear Scro¨dinger or Dirac equations, the nonlinear terms break
the scale invariance, 휓 → 휆휓, present in the linear theory. That is, typically the
nonlinearities make the equations sensitive to the amplitude of the ﬁelds thus giving
rise to very interesting phenomena. However it is possible to have nonlinearities
that preserve the scale invariance of the linear theory and though the eﬀects are
then likely to be milder, they can still lead to novel and interesting eﬀects [40, 41].
So if we focus on such “soft” nonlinearities, and also impose Lorentz invariance, then
(2.43) is included in the form (2.42). Indeed, as we shall verify later, even without
imposing separability at the outset, separability of the resultant structures appears
to be possible with consistent deﬁnitions of the multi-particle states.
In summary, we will discuss in this chapter the class of nonlinearities of the form
(2.42) by looking at several cases corresponding to a speciﬁc degree of nonlinearity,
푛 = 1, 2..., and a derivative expansion of the numerator.
We remark that the scale-invariant nonlinearities (2.42) we introduce here might
also be interesting for future quantum ﬁeld theory investigations: these nonlinearities
correspond to Lagrangians that are still naively power-counting renormalisable.
2.3 Examples
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where the number of factors of the wavefunction in the numerator is 2푛.
In the absence of other dynamical ﬁelds, Poincare´ invariance requires space-time
indices of matrices like 훾휇 to be contracted among themselves or with derivatives ∂휇.
We will assume that the spinor indices of 휓 and 휓¯ are contracted in the natural way
with 휓¯ acting like a row vector and 휓 a column vector, for example 풩 ∼ 퐴휓¯퐵휓퐶
where 퐴,퐵,퐶 are matrices in spinor space.
In this section we focus the explicit discussion to the important case where 퐹 is
proportional to the identity matrix 퐼 in spinor space,
퐹 = 푓퐼 (2.45)
and so the nonlinearity 푓 may be thought of as a space-time dependent mass. This
choice is motivated by our interest in neutrino oscillations. We also consider here
only the lowest order of nonlinearity, 푛 = 1. In later part of section 2.3.1, we discuss
some other types of 퐹 , with 퐹 ∝ 훾휇 and 푛 = 2 cases.
Although we have not discuss the aspects of discrete symmetries in detail, we
will mention some properties of the discrete symmetries possessed by the examples.
In the ﬁrst part of this section, we consider Lorentz invariant examples. Moti-
vated by some physical arguments, we will discuss some Lorentz violating example
in the later part.
2.3.1 Lorentz Invariant Cases
No Derivatives, 퐹 ∝ 퐼, 푛 = 1
In the absence of derivatives, the most general structure of the nonlinear term with
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where 퐴 is a matrix. In the absence of other ﬁelds which carry space-time indices
we must therefore have
퐴 = 푎퐼 + 푖푏훾5 , (2.47)
where 푎, 푏 are constants. The 푎 term is clearly equivalent to a mass term in the linear
equation and so may be ignored in the following discussion. Notice that the form
퐴 = 푖푏훾5 in (2.46), which is a consequence of Lorentz invariance, also automatically
satisﬁes the 풫풞풯 invariance condition5.
As for individual discrete symmetries, using the equations from Chapter 8, we
see that the term with 푏 ∕= 0 preserves 풞 invariance but breaks parity. Time-reversal
invariance requires 푏 to be purely imaginary, which conﬂicts with the requirement
from current conservation which requires 푏 to be real.






This term unavoidably breaks 풫 and 풞풫 , something that is surely intriguing from
the perspective of particle physics phenomenology. We have indicated the small
nonlinearity parameter by 휖.
Note that the multi-particle version of the above equation is separable, so it
does not impose additional constraints. However, separability becomes a stronger
constraint if one looks at the 푛 ≥ 2 cases.
One Derivative, 퐹 ∝ 퐼, 푛 = 1










5Refer to Chapter 8 for more details.
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As for the no derivative case, Lorentz covariance implies that both 퐴,퐵 are propor-












a result which also satisﬁes 풫풞풯 invariance. Hermiticity of 퐹2, and hence current
conservation, is satisﬁed if we have 푐 = 푎∗ and 푑 = 푏∗. Clearly parity invariance is
violated if 푏 ∕= 0; in that case 풞 invariance requires 푏 to be purely imaginary while
풯 invariance requires 푏 to be real. The constant 푎 is not constrained by parity but
both 풞 and 풯 invariance separately require 푎 to be purely imaginary.
Let us consider the special case where each of the discrete symmetries is in-
dividually preserved, 푏 = 0 and 푎 = 푖휖 with 휖 a real parameter that controls the













For 휖 small, one may simplify 퐹 in (2.52) by solving the nonlinear Dirac equation
(1.1) iteratively. To leading order (푖훾휇∂휇 − 푚)휓 = 0 which when used in 퐹 gives
퐹 = −2휖푚. Thus to leading order in 휖 the nonlinearity (2.52) is just a mass shift.
Two Derivatives, 퐹 ∝ 퐼, 푛 = 1
There are well-known problems in constructing Lorentz covariant higher-derivative
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Applying ∂
∂푡
to both sides gives
0 =
∫
푑3푥(휓˙†휓 + 휓†휓˙) . (2.54)
Now if the evolution is second order in time then one can specify 휓(0, 푥) and 휓˙(0, 푥)
independently which would mean that the right-hand-side of the above need not be
zero, leading to a contradiction.
However it might still be possible to study such theories sensibly by treating the
higher-derivative terms perturbatively as we do below.
















Each numerator/denominator term is separately Poincare´ and 풫풞풯 invariant. How-
ever while each term is also separately parity invariant, 풞 or 풯 invariance requires
all the coeﬃcients 푎, 푏, 푐 to be real.
Current conservation, 퐹 = 퐹 † implies that 푏 = 푎∗ and 푐 = 푐∗. Thus we conclude
that for 푎 not real, both 풞 and 풯 ( or 풞풫) are violated.
No Derivative, 퐹 ∝ 퐼, 푛 = 2
For simplicity we consider here only cases where there are no derivatives in 퐹 . An






)2 퐼 . (2.56)
It is Poincare´ invariant and invariant under each of the discrete symmetries. Her-
miticity requires 휖 to be real. It is instructive to look at the separability of this case.








)2 (퐼 ⊗ 퐼) sum over 푠 = 1, 2 (2.57)
6We have written this 퐹4 for single-particle system.
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)2 (퐼 ⊗ 퐼) (2.58)
≡ 퐹4,(1) ⊗ 퐼 + 퐼 ⊗ 퐹4,(2) , (2.59)








2 퐼. So, 퐹 is separable!
Sometimes a structure for 퐹 which looks complicated can be reduced to a simpler













)2 퐼 + 푦 푗휇5 푗5,휇(
휓¯휓
)2 퐼 + 푧 푗휇푗5,휇(
휓¯휓
)2 퐼 , (2.61)
where 푥, 푦 and 푧 are some complex numbers yet to be constrained by Hermiticity
constraint. But the Fierz identities [55] tell us that both 푗휇푗휇 and 푗
휇
5 푗5,휇 may be








while 푗휇푗5,휇 is zero. Thus the
potentially interesting structure (2.61) collapses to cases previously considered.
No Derivative, 퐹 ∝ 훾휇, 푛 = 1
Here we consider nonlinearities that are proportional to 훾휇. Such terms will allow
the chiral current to be conserved as discussed in Section 2.1.3. An example with








Hermiticity requires 휖1 and 휖2 to be real. The nonlinearity is Poincare´ and 풫풞풯
invariant but the 휖2 term breaks both parity and charge conjugation invariance. One
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easily checks that the structure is separable.
2.3.2 Lorentz Violating Cases
There are various ways of motivating the study of Lorentz violating theories. For
example, at short distances space might not be smooth and so dynamical equa-
tions might require higher-spatial derivatives to adequately describe the situation.
However if one still restricts the time derivatives to ﬁrst order, to avoid potential
causality problems, then clearly one has to give up on Lorentz covariance.
We will consider nonlinear terms 퐹 which simultaneously violate Lorentz invari-
ance [10, 56]. The Lorentz violation will be implemented via constant background
ﬁelds: in the terminology of [28,29] our equations will preserve the observer Lorentz
covariance but break the particle Lorentz symmetry which involves boosting the
particles and local ﬁelds but not background ﬁelds [28, 29].
┌ ┐
Observer Lorentz transformation relates two inertia frames (orientations/ veloc-
ities) through a change in the co-ordinate system. Particle Lorentz transformation
relates the properties of two particles (spin/ momentum) within a speciﬁc oriented
inertia frame. As in Ref. [28], for free particles under normal situations, these trans-
formations are related. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the introduction
of a constant background ﬁeld will break this relation between the observer Lorentz
transformation and particle Lorentz transformation.
└ ┘
In this section we illustrate some of the possibilities rather than work out all
cases as this becomes tedious and is better left for speciﬁc applications.
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No Derivative, 퐹 ∝ 퐼, 푛 = 1









where 퐴휇 and 퐵휇 are constant background ﬁeld
7. Current conservation requires
them to be real.
Under a 풫풞풯 transformation of the spinor ﬁelds alone in (2.63) we have 퐹6 →
−퐹6 thus we have here our ﬁrst example of 풫풞풯 violation, associated with Lorentz
violation. However it is possible to maintain 풫풞풯 while still violating Lorentz









where 퐴훼훽 and 퐵훼훽 are real constant background ﬁelds. Both current conservation
and 풫풞풯 invariance are satisﬁed.
One Derivative, 퐹 ∝ 퐼, 푛 = 1















Current conservation is satisﬁed but 풫풞풯 is violated.
7It is to note that all constant background ﬁelds used in this thesis do not transform as normal
tensors.
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Two Derivatives, 퐹 ∝ 퐼, 푛 = 1

































Here 퐸휇, 퐹휈 , 퐺휇, 퐻휇 are real constant background ﬁelds. The terms turn out to be
풫풞풯 invariant.
No Derivative, 퐹 ∝ 훾휇, 푛 = 1
If we exclude derivatives, then the simplest possibility is to let the Lorentz index of





Hermiticity requires the background ﬁeld to be real. This 퐹 individually breaks all
the discrete symmetries and is 풫풞풯 odd! It is separable.
2.3.3 Equations from Lagrangians
There are some advantages and also disadvantages in using a Lagrangian approach.
Firstly, a local equation does not necessarily have a local Lagrangian. Also even
though the Lagrangian might be simple, the equations of motion might look com-
plicated. On the other hand it is probably easier to discuss conservation laws cor-
responding to symmetries starting from a Lagrangian. Another possible advantage
of a Lagrangian approach will appear after we look at some example.
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]−푚휓¯휓 + 휓¯퐹L휓 (2.68)





Note that for 푛 = 1 and 퐹L proportional to 퐼, the Lagrangian will collapse to that
of a linear theory. So to obtain a nonlinear equation of motion, we need either to
choose a 퐹L that is not proportional to 퐼 or to have 푛 ∕= 1.
Of course what diﬀerentiates diﬀerent equations is the form of F rather than
































)] = 0 . (2.73)
Suppose for simplicity, that 퐹L contains no derivatives. Then the equation of motion
will reduce to
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which is a similar to (1.1) and so we label the last nonlinear term here as 퐹퐸.푂.푀.휓.





















)2 휓 . (2.75)
We can see that a 푛 = 1 case in the Lagrangian will introduce a 푛 = 2 term in the
equations of motion.



















which is a combination of 푛 = 1, 퐹 ∝ 훾5 and 푛 = 2, 퐹 ∝ 퐼 terms with particular
relative constants but a single nonlinearity parameter 휖. This then might be one
advantage of the Lagrangian approach: It generates a constrained complexity from
simplicity. Also, another advantage (more important) for using Lagrangian is that
we can implement an information-theoretic argument to generate yet another class





NOTE: The materials presented in this chapter are a reproduction of work
published in Ref. [56]. However, Section 3.3, being shown in full glory, is
not available in Ref. [56].
In this chapter, we consider an alternative method to generate nonlinear Dirac
equations. We will use information-theoretic arguments to constrain the generalised
Dirac equations. Information-theoretic argument also called maximum entropy (or
uncertainty) principle is a method to infer probability distribution (in statistical
mechanics) that gives the least biased description of the state of the system1 [35–37].
Since quantum mechanics has a probabilistic point of view, one can ask whether
it is possible to understand quantum mechanics using this information-theoretic
argument. This idea has been applied to the non-relativistic regime (understanding
of Schro¨dinger equation) which we will brieﬂy describe in the next paragraph.
In the approach of Refs. [38, 39], one starts with the action for classical en-
semble dynamics, representing the coupled classical Hamilton-Jacobi and continu-
ity equations, and demands in addition that a certain measure of information, the
Fisher measure, is simultaneously minimised so as to maximise our uncertainty (min-
1Refer to Ref. [10] for a concise description of information theoretic arguments used in statistical
mechanics.
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imise our bias) of the microscopic dynamics. That procedure results in the usual
Schro¨dinger equation after a change of variables that combines the two real coupled
nonlinear equations into one linear complex equation for the wavefunction.
The use of the Fisher measure in Refs. [38, 39] needs motivation: It can be con-
structed axiomatically [33,34] as the simplest measure satisfying constraints suitable
to the context, just as the Gibbs-Shannon entropy measure is the simplest expression
satisfying the requirements for statistical mechanics2 [35, 58].
As mentioned in the introduction, nonlinear generalisation of the Schro¨dinger
equation using information-theoretic approach has been considered [10]. They have
many novel properties and applications like in quantum cosmology [44, 45]. One
may ask whether such arguments can be applied to the relativistic regime.
For the relativistic regime, unlike in Ref. [10], we take the wavefunction and its
adjoint, rather than the probability density, as the fundamental building blocks in
the construction of the information measures. We do not have a well deﬁned classical
equation to begin with as in the non-relativistic case [10], thus we will start with
the linear Dirac Lagrangian and construct information measure by imposing some
information-theoretic arguments.
Unlike in the previous chapter, we do not start by demanding nonlinearity, but
rather ﬁnd it as the unavoidable consequences of an information-theoretic general-
isation! In the next section we outline and explain the conditions to be imposed
on the generalisation so that it may justiﬁably be called an information measure.
Then in Section (3.2) we show that for Dirac bi-spinors the conditions can only be
satisﬁed if Lorentz invariance is violated. In Section (3.3) we discuss the minimisa-
tion condition and in Section (3.4) we give some examples of the nonlinear, Lorentz
violating, Dirac equations. We also discuss the special cases of Weyl and Majorana
spinors.
2One may ask in quantum mechanics, especially the Schro¨dinger equation, why it is interesting
to start with the Fisher information measure rather than the Kullback-Leibler information measure
[57]. In Ref. [10], it is demonstrated that these two information measures are closely related. That
is the two information measure are equivalent in the leading order approximation.
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3.1 Conditions
We are interested in information measures, 퐼 =
∫
푑4푥F , constructed from the four
component Dirac spinor 휓 and the adjoint 휓¯ = 휓†훾0. We assume again that 휓, 휓¯
contract in the natural way in F to form scalars, for example 푠푖 = 휓¯퐴푖휓, where 퐴푖
is a matrix in spinor space which might contain derivatives and also depend on the
wavefunction and its adjoint (contracted again in a similar way). The information
measure should satisfy the following conditions:
∙ [C1] Homogeneity: The information measure should be homogeneous, that
is invariant under the scaling F (휆휓, 휆휓¯) = 휆2F (휓, 휓¯), so that the modiﬁed
evolution equation retains this property of the linear equation, allowing the
wavefunction to be freely normalised: In this sense, our deformation is mini-
mal. (An alternative motivation for this condition [46] is that for multi-particle
states one desires the dimension of F (휓) to be independent of the number of
particles and hence the new coupling parameter (Lagrange multiplier) to be
universal.)
∙ [C2] Uncertainty: The information measure should decrease as 휓 approaches
a uniform value as then our uncertainty about the location of the quantum
particle would be at a maximum. We assume that F contains derivatives of 휓
that enforce this condition. Since the linear Dirac Lagrangian already contains
derivatives, this appears to be a natural and simple solution.
∙ [C3] Locality: All dependence of the wavefunction3 in F is at the same space-
time point and only a ﬁnite number of derivatives of the wavefunction occur.
We assume therefore that F = 푁
퐷
, where 푁 is a polynomial of the wavefunc-
tion containing a ﬁnite number of derivatives. The denominator 퐷 is also a
polynomial required to satisfy condition [C1].
3Here and elsewhere obvious reference to the adjoint is implied.
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∙ [C4] Positivity: The information measure, which is an inverse uncertainty
measure, should be non-negative for generic 휓. Thus F should be real and
non-negative4.
∙ [C5] Minimisation: The information measure should take a minimum value
when one extremises the total action to obtain the equations of motion. This
is required by the maximum uncertainty principle.
Conditions [C1] and [C3] are identical to those satisﬁed by the usual linear Dirac
Lagrangian, while conditions [C2], [C4] and [C5] are required for an appropriate
deﬁnition of an information measure and for its use within the maximum uncertainty
framework. It is interesting to note that condition [C4] simultaneously guarantees
that the extended equations remain Hermitian. As for separability for multi-particle
states [46], this is easily maintained by a class of F we consider in Section (3.3).
3.2 Construction
We start with the form suggested by condition [C3]. Then condition [C1] implies
F = 푁푛+1
퐷푛
, where 푁 and 퐷 are polynomials constructed from the wavefunction and
its adjoint. The positive integer subscripts 푛 and 푛+1 indicate the number of pairs
of 휓, 휓¯ that occur in each term of the corresponding polynomial; in order to satisfy
[C2] and [C4], 푛 cannot be zero and so the information measure necessarily leads to
nonlinear equations of motion.
Now, since there are derivatives in 푁푛+1 (and not in the denominator), condition
[C4] implies that the numerator must be positive by itself, and so must be a sum




푝,푖. Then, in the absence of other ﬁelds,
the denominator must also be positive in a similar way, 퐷 ∼ ∑푖 푌 2푞,푖; 푝, 푞 being
integers which count the pairs of 휓¯, 휓 in each term of 푋, 푌 respectively. However
the squares in 푁,퐷 conﬂict with the homogeneity condition [C1]: together they
4A reminder for later: 휓¯휓 = 휓†훾0휓 is a Lorentz scalar but it is not positive deﬁnite.
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imply the impossibility 2(2푝− 2푞) = 2.
Thus one must implement positivity without making both the numerator and
denominator of F a sum of squares. The ﬁrst possibility is to make the denominator
positive by using 휓† instead of 휓¯ when contracting it with 휓, and so giving rise to
Lorentz violation. The second possibility is to introduce such a Lorentz violating
positivity in the numerator, and the third possibility is of course allow Lorentz
violation in both the numerator and denominator.
Thus Lorentz violation is unavoidable if one uses Dirac spinors to maintain the
positivity condition [C4] together with the homogeneity and locality conditions [C1],
[C3]. This Lorentz violation can be written in terms of a background vector ﬁeld,
for example, 퐷1 = 휓¯훾
휇퐴휇휓 with 퐴휇 = (퐴, 0, 0, 0) in the frame where positivity is
enforced. As in Ref. [28, 29], such covariant looking terms are not invariant under
particle Lorentz transformations. On the other hand, under observer Lorentz trans-
formations [28, 29], only those observers which are purely rotated with respect to
the initial frame can interpret the generalised action in information-theoretic terms.
3.3 Minimisation











휇훾5휓+푒휓¯훾5휓 + Hermitian conjugate , (3.2)
where 푎 and 푒 are some constants while 푏휇, 푐휇휈 and 푑휇 are some vector/tensor ﬁelds
or derivatives.
5Note that 푃푖 and 푄푗 are real numbers
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┌ ┐
Consider the variation 휓 → 휓 + 휖훿휓 of the Lagrangian6 about a solution of the
equations of motion. We write 푃 (휓¯, 휓) → 푃 (휓¯, 휓) + 휖푃 (휓¯, 훿휓) ≡ 푃 + 휖푃 ′ and
푄(휓¯, 휓)→ 푄(휓¯, 휓) + 휖푄(휓¯, 훿휓) ≡ 푄+ 휖푄′. The real parameter 휖 keeps track of the
order of inﬁnitesimals7, and the deviation 훿휓 is chosen to maintain reality, that is,
푃 ′ and 푄′ are real. The change in the total Lagrangian (1.2), to second order in 휖
is8









































































































































It is clear that if 푃푖 = 푃 (i.e. 푃1 = 푃2 = 푃3 = . . .) and 푄푗 = 푄 (i.e. 푄1 = 푄2 =







6As usual, in that variation 휓¯ is treated as an independent variable and kept ﬁxed.
7Note that this 휖 is not to be mis-read as the nonlinearity parameter.
8We have labelled L (휓¯, 휓 + 휖훿휓) and L (휓¯, 휓) by L ′ and L respectively.
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= 휖2푛(푛 + 1)
푃 푛−1
2푄푛+2
(푃푄′ −푄푃 ′)2 +푂(휖3). (3.10)
The terms of order 휖 have vanished at the extremum which gives the nonlinear
equations of motion. That is the terms of order 휖 vanish if the wavefunctions satisfy
the nonlinear equations of motion. Since the 푂(휖2) term (3.10) is only due to the
information measure (3.7), it is minimised at the extremum of the action, as required
by condition [C5], if
for 푛 odd, 푄(휓¯, 휓) is positive , (3.11)
while for 푛 even, 푃 (휓¯, 휓) is positive . (3.12)
Proof of (3.11) and (3.12) is given as follows:
For the case where n is odd, the factors 휖2푛(푛 + 1)푃 푛−1 in ΔL are greater
than zero. Also the factor (푃푄′ −푄푃 ′)2 is positive because we can choose 훿휓¯’s





is positive deﬁnite, then ΔL > 0 at the second order of 휖. This indicates
that the extremum is a minimum. We can conclude in a similar way for the case
where 푛 is even.
Notice that the restrictions (3.11), (3.12) also make the information measure
(3.7) positive and so are consistent with condition [C4]. Furthermore, by choosing
푄 to be a bilinear, separability for multi-particle states is easily achieved [46].
Some attempted generalisations of (3.7) do not work: For example, for 푛 = 1
let the numerator of (3.7) be the product of two diﬀerent bilinears 푃1, 푃2. Upon
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varying the Lagrangian, we get
ΔL = 휖2
(푃 ′1푄1 − 푃1푄′1)(푃 ′2푄1 − 푃2푄′1)
푄31
(3.13)
which need not be positive .
Finally, we remark that the positivity condition [C4] does not imply the minimi-







where 푃,푄,푅 are diﬀerent bilinears with 푅 positive deﬁnite. Upon the variation
휓 → 휓 + 휖훿휓, and using notation similar to before,
ΔL = 휖2
(푄푃 ′ − 푃푄′) [2푃푄푅′ +푅(푄푃 ′ − 3푃푄′)]
푄4
(3.15)
which need not be positive in general.
└ ┘
3.4 Explicit Examples
In this section we present a few explicit examples of nonlinear Lagrangians within
the class (3.7) that satisfy the conditions [C1]-[C5] in addition to being Hermitian
and separable for multi-particle states.
3.4.1 Nonlinear Dirac Lagrangian
For 푛 odd, since we require 푄(휓¯, 휓) to be positive, the only bilinear that satisﬁes this
condition is given by 퐴휇휓¯훾
휇휓 where 퐴휇 = (퐴, 0, 0, 0), is a time-like constant positive
background ﬁeld. Thus Lorentz invariance is violated. Since the power of the bilinear
푃 (휓¯, 휓)푛+1 is even, it is easy to check that all such information measures for Dirac
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spinors are odd under charge conjugation, 풞풫 transformation and an overall 풞풫풯
transformation. This class therefore illustrates the general result: Breaking of 풞풫풯
symmetry implying the breaking of Lorentz symmetry [59].
A speciﬁc example with 푛 = 1 is given by







Another example, again with 푛 = 1, is








where 퐵휈 = (0,B) is a constant space-like background ﬁeld. This example is in-
teresting because taking its non-relativistic limit reduces it to the Fisher measure
discussed in Refs. [33, 34, 38, 39].
Standard Lorentz covariant quantum ﬁeld theory generates nonlinear eﬀective
Lagragians which are covariant. However, as our quantum mechanical forms, such
as (3.16), violate Lorentz invariance, they are mostly modelling a diﬀerent kind of
new physics. If one wishes, by relaxing some of the conditions in Section 3.2, such
as homogeneity, one may construct Lorentz covariant information measures even for
Dirac particles; the corresponding actions might then be eﬀective descriptions of
conventional physics.
3.4.2 Weyl and Majorana Particles
Weyl spinors [60] may be used to represent massless fermions. Since Weyl spinors,
휓푤 have only two components, we can repeat the arguments used in the Dirac case
but with 휓¯ replaced by 휓†푤. Although 푄(휓
†
푤, 휓푤) = 휓
†
푤휓푤 is positive, it is not
Lorentz invariant (the two spinors are of the same handedness). Thus just as in the
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where 휎¯휇 = (퐼,−휎푖) with 퐼 the identity matrix and 휎푖 the conventional Pauli matri-
ces, will break Lorentz invariance while attempting to satisfy the other conditions.
Historically, the masslessness of the neutrino, and its minimal representation
by the Weyl equation, provided a conceptually appealing understanding of parity
violation. Although neutrino masses are currently the conventional explanation for
neutrino oscillations, there is still no direct proof of neutrino masses. So one may
ask if neutrino “masses” might actually be purely energy dependent parameters [10],
which vanish as 퐸 → 0, so that neutrinos might essentially be Weyl fermions. It
seems diﬃcult to ﬁt current data to the simplest possibility represented by (3.18)
but perhaps generalisations, involving a sum of terms or higher orders, might make
this possible. Of course data from future experiments should reveal whether or not
the neutrino mass is really an energy dependent parameter.
Neutrinos might be Majoranna particles [60], represented by massive spinors
which are their own charge conjugate. However we ﬁnd that this does not help





NOTE: The material presented in this chapter is a reproduction of work
published in [46].
It is possible to generate a nonlinear equation from the linear Dirac equation
through a nonlinear gauge transformation [11]. The transformed equation is equiva-
lent to the original equation in the sense that the probability density is an invariant.
In this chapter we show that the nonlinear terms we have investigated in the previ-
ous chapters cannot be obtained by performing a gauge transformation on the linear
Dirac equation, and so represent genuine and distinct nonlinear structures.
We deﬁne the following gauge transformation.
휓 → 휓′(푥) = 푒푖휃(푥)휓(푥) (4.1)
where 휃(푥) is a function of 휓¯’s and 휓’s. In general, we will treat 휃(푥) as a 4× 4 ma-
trix1. We wish that the probability to be invariant under the gauge transformation,









1For ease of notation, we will often suppress the 푥-dependence in 휃 and 휓.
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where the last step is true only if
[
푖휃,
[−푖휃†, 푖휃]] = 0 = [−푖휃†, [−푖휃†, 푖휃]]. Note that
we have used the relation 푒퐴푒퐵 = 푒퐴+퐵푒
1
2
[퐴,퐵] with [퐴, [퐴,퐵]] = 0 = [퐵, [퐴,퐵]]. In
order for the probability density to be invariant under this gauge transformation,
휓′†휓′ ≡ 휓†휓, we require 휃 to be Hermitian, 휃† = 휃. When 휃 is Hermitian,
[−푖휃†, 푖휃] = 휃†휃 − 휃휃† = 0 and 휃 − 휃† = 0 . (4.5)
Thus 휓′†휓′ ≡ 휓†휓.
Under an inﬁnitesimal gauge transformation of the linear Dirac equation we get
(1− 푖휃) (푖훾휇∂휇 −푚) (1 + 푖휃)휓 ≃ 0 (4.6)
(푖훾휇∂휇 −푚+ 휃훾휇∂휇 + 푖푚휃) (1 + 푖휃)휓 ≃ 0 (4.7)
(푖훾휇∂휇 −푚+ 휃훾휇∂휇 + 푖푚휃 − 훾휇∂휇휃 − 푖푚휃)휓 ≃ 0 (4.8)
(푖훾휇∂휇 −푚)휓 + 휃훾휇∂휇휓 − 훾휇 (∂휇휃)휓 − 훾휇휃∂휇휓 ≃ 0 (4.9)
(푖훾휇∂휇 −푚)휓 + [휃, 훾휇] ∂휇휓 − 훾휇 (∂휇휃)휓 ≃ 0 . (4.10)
We wish to identify the 휃 dependent terms with the nonlinearity 퐹 in our nonlinear
Dirac equation (1.1) so we set
퐹휓 = [휃, 훾휇] ∂휇휓 − 훾휇 (∂휇휃)휓 . (4.11)
Thus
휓¯퐹휓 = 휓¯ [휃, 훾휇] ∂휇휓 − 휓¯훾휇 (∂휇휃)휓 . (4.12)
We note that equation (4.12) is not symmetric in ∂휇휓 and so this representation
of 퐹 is not Hermitian. In order to obtain a symmetric equation, we will repeat the
above steps on the adjoint Dirac equation (this also removes any ambiguity when
taking the adjoint of ∂휇).
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휃 − 훾0휃훾0) . (4.13)
Now the adjoint of (1.1) is, upon using the Hermiticity constraint (2.8),
휓¯ (푖훾휇∂휇 +푚)− 휓¯퐹 = 0 . (4.14)
Thus comparing with (4.13) we label
휓¯퐹 = − (∂휇휓¯) [훾0휃훾0훾휇 − 훾휇휃]− 휓¯훾0 (∂휇휃) 훾0훾휇 − 푖푚휓¯ (휃 − 훾0휃훾0) . (4.15)
Multiplying (4.15) by 휓 from the right and adding to (4.12) gives





−휓¯ [∂휇 (훾휇휃 + 훾0휃훾0훾휇)]휓 − 푖푚휓¯ (휃 − 훾0휃훾0)휓 . (4.16)
The left hand-side is Hermitian if the constraint (2.8) on 퐹 is applied. But the




훾휇훾0휃훾0 − 훾0휃훾0훾휇)휓 − 휓¯ (훾휇휃 − 훾0휃훾0훾휇) ∂휇휓
−휓¯ [∂휇 (훾0휃훾0훾휇 + 훾휇휃)]휓 + 푖푚휓¯ (훾0휃훾0 − 휃)휓 . (4.17)
Comparing (4.16) and (4.17), we require
훾0휃훾0 = 휃 ≡ [휃, 훾0] = 0 . (4.18)
This is the constraint on 휃 if we require 퐹 to be Hermitian.
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Then (4.16) becomes




[휃, 훾휇]휓 − 휓¯ [∂휇 {휃, 훾휇}]휓 . (4.19)
So far we have deduced two constraints on 휃,
휃 = 휃† , (4.20)[
휃, 훾0
]
= 0 , (4.21)
coming respectively from the invariance of the probability density and Hermitic-
ity. These are necessary constraints for a nonlinear equation generated by gauge
transformation to be equivalent to a theory of our general class, but one must still
check if any candidate solution, 휃, is actually a solution, that is, suﬃciency is not
guaranteed by (4.19).
4.1 Lorentz Invariant Case
We will now look at the constraint from Poincare´ invariance. Recall that we need
푆−1퐹 ′푆 ≡ 퐹 under 휓 → 휓′ = 푆휓. The LHS of (4.19) is clearly invariant while the
RHS transforms into






−휓¯ [∂휈푆−1Λ휈휇 {휃′, 훾휇}푆]휓 . (4.22)
Comparing (4.22) with (4.19), we get
⎧⎨
⎩
[푆−1휃′푆, 훾휈 ] ≡ [휃, 훾휈 ]
{푆−1휃′푆, 훾휈} ≡ {휃, 훾휈}
(4.23)
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Thus we have the constraint
푆−1휃′푆 = 휃 (4.24)
which for an inﬁnitesimal Lorentz transformation gives
휃′ − 푖
4
휔푎푏 [휃′, 휎푎푏] = 휃 . (4.25)
Therefore in total we have 3 constraints,
⎧⎨
⎩
Constraint 1 : 휃† = 휃
Constraint 2 : [휃, 훾0] = 0
Constraint 3 : 휃′ − 푖
4
휔푎푏 [휃′, 휎푎푏] = 휃 .
(4.26)
From constraint 2, 휃 must be proportional to 퐼 or 훾0. If 휃 ∝ 퐼, then all constraints
are satisﬁed but for 휃 ∝ 훾0, we cannot satisfy constraint 3: Let 휃 = 푔훾0, where 푔
is a scalar function of the wavefunctions. Then the Poincare´ transformed 휃 is given











휔0푖 − 휔푖0) . (4.27)
Since (휔0푖−휔푖0) is non-zero, the result is not proportional to 훾0 and so 휃 ∝ 훾0 does
not satisfy constraint 3. Thus we conclude that 휃 can only be proportional to 퐼.
Hence with 휃 ∝ 퐼, equation (4.19) becomes
휓¯퐹휓 = −1
2
휓¯ [∂휇 {휃, 훾휇}]휓 = −휓¯ (∂휇휃) 훾휇휓 = −푗휇∂휇휃 . (4.28)
Consider the speciﬁc case where 퐹 is proportional to 퐼. Writing 퐹 = 푓퐼, we
deduce from (4.28) that
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Remember that 휃 is a function of 휓¯’s and 휓’s, and recall our condition (2.20): we see
therefore that 휃 must be invariant under a scaling of the wavefunction. As long as
the nonlinearities cannot be expressed in the form shown in (4.29), we can be sure
that they cannot be obtained by performing a gauge transformation on the linear
Dirac equation. In particular we conclude that the Lorentz covariant nonlinear
Dirac equations we have explicitly studied in the previous chapters are not gauge
equivalent to the linear Dirac equation.
Now consider the class of nonlinearities where 퐹 is proportional to 훾휇. We let
퐹 = 푓휇훾
휇, where 푓휇 are functions of 휓¯’s and 휓’s. Then (4.28) becomes
푓휇휓¯훾
휇휓 = 푓휇푗
휇 = −푗휇∂휇휃 (4.30)
Therefore if 푓휇 cannot be expressed as a total derivative of a scale-invariant 휃 function
like (4.30) then those nonlinear structures proportional to 훾휇 cannot be obtained
from the linear Dirac equation by a gauge transformation. In particular the cases
we considered in the previous chapters are safe.
4.2 Lorentz Violating Cases
Finally let us consider the case where 퐹 is Lorentz violating. We have constructed
our Lorentz violating terms by introducing a constant background ﬁeld 퐴휇 (inde-
pendent of the wavefunction). We may write 퐹 as 퐴휇퐺
휇 where 퐺휇 is the nonlinear
factor which may be proportional to 퐼, 훾휇 etc.
Could the Lorentz violating examples we have considered be obtained by a non-
linear gauge transformation of the linear Dirac equation with or without Lorentz
violation? The linear Dirac equation to start with would now be of the form
(푖훾휇∂휇 −푚)휓 + 퐿푉 휓 = 0 (4.31)
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where 퐿푉 is a state-independent Lorentz violating term, if it is not zero (we assume
that 퐿푉 does not have free derivatives that act to the right on 휓). Gauge trans-
forming this equation with a state-dependent but Hermitian 휃 ∝ 퐼 can generate at
most Lorentz covariant nonlinearities. So we consider the other possibility, 휃 ∝ 훾0.
Then one would generate Lorentz violating nonlinearities and on the right-hand-side
of (4.10) there would be an additional term ∼ [퐿푉, 훾0]. Now if we write 휃 = 휃¯훾0,
(4.19) becomes












The ﬁrst observation is that in order to write the right-hand-side in covariant form
we need to introduce background tensor (for the ﬁrst two terms) and vector (for the
last term) ﬁelds. Also from the structural form of our 퐹 (2.42), we see by comparing
both sides of (4.32) that 휃 must be invariant under scaling of the wavefunction. The
examples we have explicitly discussed in previous chapters therefore do not fall under












− ˙¯휃 , (4.33)
which means having at least 푛 = 2 and a simultaneous use of tensor and vector
ﬁelds: these are necessary conditions for the nonlinearity to be obtained through a
Lorentz violating gauge transformation of the usual linear Dirac equation.
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NOTE: The materials presented in this chapter are a reproduction, with
more intermediate workings, of work published in Ref. [46] except for those
in the last part of Section 5.1.2. Also (5.7) and (5.8) are more general than
those in Ref. [46]. Table 5.1 contains work examples from both [46] and [56].
We wish to construct plane-wave solutions to the nonlinear equations. As in the
case for the linear theory, we require the solutions to be simultaneous eigenstates of
momentum and energy. Let us clarify what this means in the nonlinear theory.
Although we allow the equations to be nonlinear, we keep the fundamental com-
mutation relation between the position and momentum operators,
[xˆ, pˆ] = 푖ℏ . (5.1)
Thus in the Schro¨dinger representation we have pˆ = −푖ℏ흏 and the momentum
eigenvalue is given by
pˆ휓푝 = 푝휓푝 . (5.2)
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Likewise the energy-eigenvalue equation is given by
푖ℏ∂푡휓퐸 = 퐸휓퐸 . (5.3)
With Lorentz covariance preserved, the method to ﬁnd plane-wave solutions is
similar to the linear case. We seek solutions of the form
휓(풙, 푡) = 푒−푖푘.푥푢(푘) (5.4)
with 푘휇 a four vector and we have set ℏ = 1 = 푐.
5.1 Exact Dispersion Relations
The exact dispersion relation is interesting but they are seldom used in this thesis
as we examine only the leading order eﬀects in various applications. For a complete
discussion, we brieﬂy describe how they can be obtained.
The dispersion relations will be covariantly modiﬁed from that of the linear
theory. Consider the nonlinear Dirac equation,
푖∂푡휓 = [푖휶 ⋅ 흏 + 훽푚− 훽퐹 (휓)]휓 . (5.5)
Substituting the plane wave ansatz into the above equation, we get
퐸휓 = [휶 ⋅ 풌 + 훽푚− 훽퐹 (푘휇)]휓 . (5.6)
┌ ┐
Squaring this and re-arranging gives
(
퐸2 − 풌2)휓 = 푘휇푘휇휓 = [푚2 − (휶 ⋅ 풌)훽퐹 − 훽퐹 (휶 ⋅ 풌)
−푚퐹 −푚훽퐹훽 + 훽퐹훽퐹 ]휓 (5.7)
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휓†푘2휓 = 휓†
[
푚2 − (휶 ⋅ 풌)훽퐹 − 훽퐹 (휶 ⋅ 풌)
−푚퐹 −푚훽퐹훽 + 훽퐹훽퐹 ]휓 (5.8)
where we replace 퐹 (푘휇) by 퐹 for ease of notation.
└ ┘
For the simple yet not trivial case 퐹 ∝ 퐼, i.e. 퐹 = 푓퐼, we have
푘2 =
(
푚2 − 2푚푓 + 푓 2) = (푚− 푓)2 . (5.9)
Since the equation is covariant, 푓 must also be covariant. Thus
푘2 =
[
푚− 푓 (푘2)]2 . (5.10)
The solution of (5.9) requires the explicit form for 푓 , the nonlinear term. It may
also require the explicit form for the plane wave solutions which we discuss next.
Note that from the above expression, one may view the eﬀect of the nonlinearity
퐹 ∝ 퐼 for plane wave states as giving rise to an eﬀective mass.
5.1.1 Exact Plane Waves
Here we assume 푚 ∕= 0. Then in the rest frame we have from (5.6),
퐸푢 = [훽푚− 훽퐹 (푢)] 푢 . (5.11)
Let the rest energy be labelled by 푀 > 0, we then have
푀푢 = [훽푚− 훽퐹 (푢)]푢 . (5.12)
For the case 퐹 = 푓퐼, the rest frame Hamiltonian is therefore proportional to 훾0 = 훽
and so the following eigenstates, 푢, of 훽 will also be the eigenstates of the Hamilto-
nian,
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Using plane wave solutions, 휓(1)(0, 푡) and 휓(2)(0, 푡) satisfy (5.5) only if the time
argument is given by 푒−푖푀푡. Similarly, 휓(3)(0, 푡) and 휓(4)(0, 푡) satisfy (5.5) if the
time argument is given by 푒푖푀푡. Thus, the plane wave solutions in the rest frame
are given by
휓(1,2)(0, 푡) = 푒−푖푀푡푢(1,2)(0) , 휓(3,4)(0, 푡) = 푒푖푀푡푢(3,4)(0) . (5.14)
These can be boosted as usual to obtain the general solutions. The net result is
similar to the usual bispinor solutions of the linear theory but with the eﬀective














































where 푘+ = 푘1 + 푖푘2, 푘− = 푘1 − 푖푘2 and
퐸2 = 풌2 +푀2 . (5.16)
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The expression for푀 in terms of푚 and the nonlinear parameters can be determined
by substituting the rest frame spinors into (5.12).
5.1.2 Perturbation Method
The procedure of boosting rest frame solutions is valid if Lorentz invariance is a
symmetry of the theory and푚 ∕= 0. If we relax the constraint of Lorentz invariance1,
we will not be able to use this method to ﬁnd the energy dispersion relations. Thus
we now introduce a method to obtain the energy dispersion relation, to leading order
in the nonlinearity, even if we do not know the exact plane wave solutions to the
theory.
For the case 퐹 = 푓퐼, from (5.9), we have
퐸2 = 풌2 +푚2 − 2푚푓 + 푓 2 . (5.17)
Since the nonlinear term will contain a small nonlinearity parameter 휖, we can
explicitly factor it out. That is, 푓 = 휖푓˜ . Then to leading order in 휖, we have
퐸2 = 풌2 +푚2 − 2휖푚푓˜ . (5.18)
Now we assume the following,
푘휇 = 푘(0)휇 +푂(휖) (5.19)
푢(푘) = 푢(0)(푘(0)) +푂(휖) (5.20)
where 푘(0) and 푢(0)(푘(0)) are the usual 4-momentum and 푢’s for the linear theory.




)− 2휖푚푓˜ (푢(0)(푘(0)))+푂 (휖2) (5.21)
1Here we refer to violation of particle Lorentz invariance while keeping observer Lorentz invari-
ance. This can be done by introducing background ﬁelds, see previous chapters.
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)− 2휖푚푓˜ (푢(0)(푘))+푂 (휖2) . (5.22)
Note that in the last step, we have replaced 푘(0) by 푘. This is alright because we
are dropping terms that are order 휖2 or higher.
The perturbative method allows us to ﬁnd corrections to the linear theory’s
energy dispersion relation. We only need to substitute linear plane-wave solutions
into the nonlinear term. Note that the above method works only for the massive
theory. If we consider the massless limit then we might need to keep terms that are
of order 휖2.
┌ ┐
Before we examine some examples, we derive the general modiﬁed dispersion
relations for other cases, namely 퐹 ∝ 훾5 and 퐹 ∝ 훾휇. For 퐹 ∝ 훾5, i.e. 퐹 = 푓훾5, we
have from (5.8) to leading order in 푓 ,
푘2 = 푚2 − (휶 ⋅ 풌)훽푓훾5 − 훽푓훾5(휶 ⋅ 풌)−푚푓훾5 −푚훽푓훾5훽 (5.23)
푘2 = 푚2 . (5.24)
Thus for 퐹 = 푓훾5, there is no change in the energy dispersion relation to leading
order in 푓 .
For 퐹 ∝ 훾휇, i.e. 퐹 = 푓휇훾휇, we have from (5.8) to leading order in 푓휇,
푘2 = 푚2 − (휶 ⋅ 풌)훽푓휇훾휇 − 훽푓휇훾휇(휶 ⋅ 풌)−푚푓휇훾휇 −푚훽푓휇훾휇훽 (5.25)
= 푚2 − (휶 ⋅ 풌)훽푓휇훾휇 − 훽푓휇훾휇(휶 ⋅ 풌)− 2푚푓0훾0 (5.26)
= 푚2 − 2(휶 ⋅ 풌)푓0 + (휶 ⋅ 풌)훽풇 ⋅ 휸 + 훽풇 ⋅ 휸(휶 ⋅ 풌)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(휶⋅풌)(휶⋅풇 )
−2푚푓0훾0 (5.27)
= 푚2 − 2(휶 ⋅ 풌)푓0 + 2(풌 ⋅ 풇)− 2푚푓0훾0 . (5.28)
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Using ((휶 ⋅ 풌) + 훽푚)휓 = 퐸휓 in the linear theory, we have
푘2 = 푚2 − 2퐸푓0 + 2(풌 ⋅ 풇 ) = 푚2 − 2푘 ⋅ 푓 . (5.29)
Thus the modiﬁed dispersion relation to leading order in 푓휇 is given by
푘2 + 2푘 ⋅ 푓 = 푚2 . (5.30)
We can obtain (5.30) using an alternative method. The nonlinear equation for
퐹 = 푓휇훾
휇 is given by
(푘휇훾
휇 −푚+ 푓휇훾휇)휓 = 0 (5.31)
((푘휇 + 푓휇)훾
휇 −푚)휓 = 0 . (5.32)
Thus the modiﬁed dispersion relation is given by
(푘휇 + 푓휇)(푘
휇 + 푓휇) = 푚2 . (5.33)
To leading order in 푓휇, we have
푘2 + 2푘 ⋅ 푓 = 푚2 (5.34)
which is the same as that obtained in (5.30).
└ ┘
5.2 Examples
We look at 2 explicit examples corresponding to 퐹 ∝ 퐼 and 푛 = 1 with one/two
derivatives, and obtain the corresponding expression for the eﬀective mass 푀 for
plane wave states. Although one can work covariantly with the expressions (5.10),
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it is faster to work in the rest frame, that is by using (5.12). A summary of the
modiﬁed dispersion relations for the examples we discussed is shown in table 5.1 at
the end of this chapter.






Substituting the 푢(1) plane wave solution into above we get
퐹2 = −2휖푀퐼 . (5.36)
Thus from (5.10),
푀2 = (푚+ 2휖푀)2 . (5.37)
(5.38)










, for 휖 < −1
2
. (5.39)
















, for 휖 < −1
2
. (5.40)
For ∣휖∣ small, only the ﬁrst solution is relevant and to leading order it gives
퐸2 = 풌2 +푚2 + 4휖푚2 . (5.41)
This result also follows immediately from the perturbative method discussed in
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)− 2휖푚푓˜ (푢(0)(푘))+푂 (휖2) . (5.42)
Since 푓˜ = −2푚, we get again
퐸2 = 풌2 +푚2 + 4휖푚2 . (5.43)







+ (푐− 2푎) (∂휇휓¯) (∂휇휓)
휓¯휓
퐼 . (5.44)
Substituting the plane wave solution, the ﬁrst term drops out leaving
퐹3 = (푐− 2푎)푀2퐼 ≡ 휖푀2퐼, (5.45)
where we have replaced 푐− 2푎 by 휖. Thus
푀2 =
(
푚− 휖푀2)2 . (5.46)





For the rest energy to be real, we need 휖 ≥ − 1
4푚
. Let us consider the case where
휖 > 0. Then since we have taken 푀 > 0 by convention, only the following two of
the four solutions in (5.47) are physical:
푀 =
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There are therefore two legitimate positive energy solutions for 0 < 휖 ≪ 1. This
is because the equation (5.46) is a quartic equation instead of the usual quadratic
which arises when only ﬁrst-order derivatives appear in the Dirac equation. The ﬁrst
possibility in (5.49) represents a perturbation to the usual rest mass and is seen also
in the direct perturbative approach of (5.22). It results in the dispersion relation
퐸2 ∼= 풌2 +푚2 − 2휖푚3 . (5.50)
The other solution in (5.49) represents a non-perturbative mass generation that
exists even when 푚→ 0.
In the table below, we summarise the modiﬁed dispersion relations for the ex-
amples discussed in the previous chapters.
Examples Lorentz Modiﬁed Dispersion Relations
symmetry
퐹1(2.48), 퐹4(2.56) L.I. 푘
2 = 푚2
퐹2(2.50) L.I. 푘
2 = 푚2 + 4휖푚2
퐹3 (2.55) L.I. 푘
2 = 푚2 − 2휖푚3
퐹5(2.62) L.I. 푘
2 = 푚2 − 2휖푘2/푚




2 = 푚2 − 2퐴 ⋅ 푘
퐹8(2.65) L.V. 푘
2 = 푚2 − 4푚퐼푚(퐴휇)푘휇
퐹9(2.66) L.V. 푘
2 = 푚2 − 2푚[퐸휇퐹휈 − 2푅푒(퐴휇퐵휈)]푘휇푘휈
F1(3.16) L.V. 푘
2 = 푚2 − 2푚4/(퐴퐸)





NOTE: The materials presented in this chapter are a reproduction, with
more intermediate steps, of works published in Refs. [47,48]. Certain inter-
esting equations, useful for future explorations, like (6.21) and (6.22) are not
available in the mentioned works. Figures B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4, B.7 and B.8
in Appendix B referred to by this chapter are not available in Refs. [47,48]
It appears that constant neutrino masses, though still not directly conﬁrmed,
are the simplest way of explaining current data on neutrino oscillations [61]. Other
possibilities, such as Lorentz violating dispersion relations [30, 31], do not seem to
be possible explanations of the leading order eﬀects [62, 63].
Neutrinos are a valuable probe of new physics because of their weak interactions
and in this chapter we will study how a nonlinear modiﬁcation to the quantum
mechanical propagation of a neutrino, that is a nonlinear Dirac equation, aﬀects
neutrino oscillations.
In Ref. [10] it was suggested that quantum nonlinearities might be related to
Lorentz violation, leading one to consider higher-energy tests. Although in this
chapter we initially adopt the more general possibility that the nonlinear extensions
might be nonlinear but Lorentz invariant, we ﬁnd that Lorentz invariant nonlineari-
ties are not likely to be probed by neutrino oscillations. Furthermore, we leave open
the possibility that the nonlinear extension might only be an eﬀective nonlinearity,
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summarising unknown microscopic physics, rather than a fundamental modiﬁcation
of quantum theory. Note that in this chapter, we consider also simpler polynomial
nonlinearities which do not have homogeneous condition.
We restrict our study to the 휇 − 휏 sector as this oscillation is more likely to be
probed at higher energies in the near future compared to the 푒−휇 oscillation [64–69].
6.1 Conventional Approach
As in the standard formalism we take the weak eigenstates of the neutrinos in the





where 휓훼(푥) are the neutrino ﬂavor eigenfunctions, 휓푖(푥) are the “oscillating” eigen-
functions, and 푈 is the Leptonic mixing matrix. For two-neutrino ﬂavor oscillations
the mixing matrix is
푈 =
⎛
⎜⎝ cos 휃 sin 휃
− sin 휃 cos 휃
⎞
⎟⎠ . (6.2)
We assume the nonlinearity to be weak and so may approximate the mass eigen-
states, to leading order [46], by plane wave solutions with modiﬁed dispersion rela-
tions,
휓푖(풙푖, 푡푖) = 푒
−푖(퐸푖푡푖−풑푖⋅풙푖)푢푖(퐸,풑) (6.3)
where 푢푖 are bi-spinors.
Thus after travelling a distance 퐿 between source and detector, and averaging







where 퐸 is the beam energy, the momenta are taken in the direction of 퐿 and
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Δ푝 = 푝푖 − 푝푗. Recall that in the 퐹 = 0 case, with small masses and large energies,
one has Δ푝 = Δ푚2/2퐸 where Δ푚2 = 푚2푖 −푚2푗 . Maximum oscillations occur when






→ 퐿0 = 휋ℏ
Δ푝
. (6.5)
In the last step, we have restored the ℏ’s and 푐’s. 퐿0 is the oscillation length, the
path-length needed for a neutrino of ﬂavour 훼 to maximally oscillate to a neutrino





The expressions (6.4) and (6.5) are valid even in the nonlinear theory but with
a modiﬁed Δ푝. Since we are adopting the plane wave approximation, the only
diﬀerence from the conventional formalism will be modiﬁed dispersion relations in
the expression for Δ푝.
In this chapter, we classify the types of nonlinear extensions into polynomial (P)
or the non-polynomial (NP) forms studied in Ref. [46] and in Chapter 2, then into
Lorentz violating (LV) or Lorentz invariant (LI). In Ref. [46] we had studied the NP
type of 퐹 ′푠 in a double expansion1 in the degree of nonlinearity 푛 and number of







has 푑 = 0 and degree 푛. In this chapter, for simplicity we consider nonlinearities 퐹
which consist of a single term with 푛 = 훼 and structure 퐹 = (∗)훼 with (∗) containing
at most one derivative, so that 퐹 has at most 훼 derivatives. Furthermore we consider
the general case of real 훼, not necessarily an integer. While non-integral powers
might not be surprising in an eﬀective theory, interestingly the speciﬁc fraction
훼 = 1/3 appears when one demands conformal invariance of a simple nonlinear
Dirac equation [12, 13]. Also, as noted in Ref. [46], in the nonpolynomial case one
1Refer to Chapter 2 for more details.
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can still preserve separability for general 훼 through an appropriate construction.
Since 퐹 is a matrix in spinor space, we will consider two special cases, 퐹 ∝ 퐼
and 퐹 ∝ 훾휇, representing corrections to the mass or kinetic terms of the usual Dirac
equation. As the nonlinearity must be small on phenomenological grounds, we can
compute the modiﬁed dispersion relations in perturbation theory using the plane
wave solutions of the linear theory, see Ref. [46] and Chapter 5.
We describe the Lorentz violating cases using constant background ﬁelds 퐴휇 as
in Refs. [28,29]. The background ﬁelds may be interpreted as the eﬀective coupling
constants of an underlying microscopic theory [28]. In our case, the background ﬁelds
will simultaneously control the magnitude of both the nonlinearity and the Lorentz
violation. A more detailed discussion of Lorentz violating nonlinear Dirac equations
can be found in Ref. [46] and Chapter 2.
In the next section we consider one example of a nonlinearity from the class NP-
LV in detail and list results for other cases. In Section 6.3 we bound our parameters
using current experimental data and then use our expressions for the modiﬁed oscil-
lation probabilities to estimate corrections in future higher energy experiments. In
Section 6.4 we discuss the other classes of nonlinearities while Section 6.5 concludes
the chapter.
6.2 The NP-LV Class
6.2.1 퐹푎








where 퐴휇 is a real constant background ﬁeld and 훼1 is any real number. Thus this
is a NP-LV type of nonlinearity of degree 푛 = 훼1, with 퐹 proportional to 퐼 and no
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derivatives, 푑 = 0.
To be more speciﬁc, we suppose initially the background ﬁeld to be given in
the sun-centered celestial equatorial frame [71]. As our expressions, such as (6.8),
are invariant under observer Lorentz transformations [28, 29, 46], if need be, we can
always express the inertial frame of the earth-based (or space-based) experiments in
terms of the sun-center celestial equatorial coordinates by performing an observer
Lorentz transformation [71]. However, as such a change of frame will not change
the order of magnitude of our quantities, the analysis we perform in Section 6.3 is
essentially unaﬀected by a switch of frames.






dispersion relation is then given by







퐸2 − 풑2 = 푚2 − 2푚
(




where, 휙 is the angle between the spatial component of the background ﬁeld and
the neutrino momentum. For small masses2
푝 ≃ 퐸 − 푚
2
2퐸






Assuming the temporal and the spatial components of the background ﬁeld to be of
similar order of magnitude, represented by 퐴, we can rewrite the above as









2For ease of notation, we drop the bold in 풑.
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. Note that we have indicated a possible species
dependence in the background ﬁeld. The oscillation length is
퐿0 =
2휋퐸
Δ푚2 − 2퐸훼1Δ ( 퐴훼1
푚훼1−1
) (6.14)














Notice that 푋1 is sensitive to the individual neutrino masses [48].
6.2.2 Summary of Other NP-LV Cases
We list here the other types of 퐹 we study in this class.
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All background ﬁelds are real. They are to be deﬁned and approximated as in
the previous section. The dispersion relations are obtained by perturbing around
plane waves as in the previous section to obtain the corresponding 푋 ’s in formula






























Notice that some of the above푋 ’s are sensitive to the individual neutrino masses [48].
These are some bonuses we get if neutrinos are described by the NLDEs. In addition
to use these 푋 ’s to probe quantum nonlinearity, we can also obtain the size of the
individual neutrino masses which is not available using the conventional oscillation
probability.
└ ┘
6.3 Empirical Bounds and Estimates
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where 푋 is the leading order correction depending on the nonlinearity parameters
and energy. Current neutrino oscillation data ﬁt the conventional neutrino mass
scenario quite well. Still, as there are the usual experimental uncertainties, we use
those to estimate the size of 푋 . From Ref. [61], we conservatively take 푋 to be in
the range 10% to 0.01% and use this to constrain the range of values which 훼 can
take for each type of nonlinearity considered. Following that, we will estimate the
value of 푋 in future higher energy experiments.
Since the background ﬁelds play the dual role of Lorentz violating and nonlin-
earity parameters, we rewrite them as follows
For 퐹푎: 퐴
훼1 → 휖1 (6.25)
For 퐹푏: 퐴
훼2 → 휖2 (6.26)
For 퐹푐: 퐴퐵
훼3 → 휖3 (6.27)
For 퐹푑: 퐴퐵
훼4 → 휖4 . (6.28)














= 퐿훼−1 . (6.32)
6.3.1 Current Experiments




, and by using this, one may express the nonlinear equation in dimen-
sionless form by introducing small dimensionless parameters that characterize the
nonlinearity/Lorentz violation. From Ref. [32], we may take the size of the small
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dimensionless Lorentz violating parameters to be
푓 ∼ 10−27 (6.33)
where 푓 is a dimensionless parameter associated with Lorentz violation [32]. This
parameter 푓 is implicit in the nonlinear parameter 휖’s and will be factored out below
in (6.36). If the parameters are neutrino species dependent then we assume Δ푓 ∼ 푓 .
The relevant neutrino data are taken to be
Δ푚2 = 2.5× 10−3푒푉 2 (6.34)
퐸 = 100퐺푒푉 , (6.35)
that is we use the mean beam energy3 퐸 = 100퐺푒푉 . We assume that the mass
of neutrinos is of the same order of magnitude as
√
Δ푚2. In the same “order of
magnitude” spirit, we estimate the expression Δ(푚휖) by (Δ푚) (휖).
The nonlinear parameter itself may be written, taking 퐹푏 as an example,
휖2 = 휆
훼−1푓 (6.36)
where 휆 is the characteristic length scale of the linear theory.
As the actual mass of neutrinos may be 1 or 2 orders of magnitude larger than
what we have assumed above, we compensate for this possibility and the other
approximations above by taking
푋 of order 10−1 to 10−4 . (6.37)
The various expressions of 푋 ’s upon restoring the ℏ’s and 푐’s, and using the
3We are interested only in the order of magnitude estimations. Thus it is suﬃcient to use a
single neutrino beam energy.
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Our procedure is as follows: Since 푋 depends on the characteristic length, 휆,
we invert the relationship to plot 휆 as a function of 훼 using the values for 푓,푚,퐸
mentioned above and for the chosen range of 푋 values’s. From these plots, we can
determine the values of 훼’s for which the characteristic length scale 휆 lies within
the range 10휆푐 to 0.1휆푐
4. The plots of 휆 versus 훼 for 푋1 is shown in Figure 6.1.
From Figure 6.1, and similar ones for the other 푋 ’s shown in Figures B.1 and B.2
in Appendix B, we obtain the corresponding range of values5 for the 훼’s:
For 퐹푎 1.8 ≤ 훼1 ≤ 2.2 (6.42)
For 퐹푏 1.7 ≤ 훼2 ≤ 2.1 (6.43)
For 퐹푐 0.8 ≤ 훼3 ≤ 1.2 (6.44)
For 퐹푑 0.8 ≤ 훼4 ≤ 1.1 . (6.45)
Since we expect the nonlinear eﬀects to be small, the 훼’s are more likely to be
observed near the lower bound in 푋 . These 훼’s are indicated in boldface in the
above equations. Note that the bounds depend on the choice of 푋 and 휆푐 and so
must be updated as more accurate data becomes available.
4Note that we have used a similar argument as above for the Compton wavelength. That is
Compton wavelength is given by 휆푐 = ℎ푐/
√
Δ푚2푐4, where we have again assumed that the mass
of neutrinos is of similar order of magnitude as
√
Δ푚2푐4.
5Note that the plot of 휆 versus 훼 for 푋3 is identical to Figure 6.1 with a redeﬁnition of 훼
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Figure 6.1: This is a plot of 휆 vs 훼 for 푋1. The vertical axis, plotted in log scale, has
units of metre while the horizontal axis is dimensionless. The solid and the dashed
lines represent 푋 = 10−1 and 푋 = 10−4 respectively. The horizontal lines are the
bounds 10휆푐 and 0.1휆푐.
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6.3.2 Future Experiments
We now reverse the argument. We plot 푋 versus 퐸 for the range of 훼 values
determined in the previous section. From these plots, we can estimate the values of
푋 ’s expected in future experiments where higher energies will be available [64–69].
For some cases and parameter values, the plots for푋1 and푋3 are shown in Figure
6.2, while the plots for 푋2 and 푋4 are shown in Figures B.5 and B.6 respectively in
Appendix B. The general trend of 푋(퐸) can be seen from equations (6.38) to (6.41).
Of course since we evaluated the 푋 ’s perturbatively, the expressions and plots are
valid only for small 푋 , while for larger 푋 the indicated trend is only qualitative.









Figure 6.2: This is the log-log plot of 푋1 vs energy. The full and dashed lines have
훼 values of 1.8 and 2.2 respectively. Here we have set 휆 = 휆푐. Note that 푋3(퐸)
has an identical plot to Figure 6.2 after the following redeﬁnition of 훼: The full and
dashed lines have 훼 values of 0.8 and 1.2 respectively, while 휆 = 휆푐.
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6.4 Other Classes of Nonlinearities
6.4.1 P-LV
Polynomial type of nonlinearities lead to a non-separable Dirac equation. For ex-
ample from the NP-LV, 퐹 ∝ 퐼 cases considered before one may remove the denom-
inators to get corresponding P-LV type of nonlinearities. But now one sees that
the modiﬁed dispersion relation will depend on the normalisation chosen for the
wavefunctions. If one chooses the usual plane wave normalisation such that 휓¯휓 = 1
then the results for the P-LV cases mentioned above would be the same as for the
NP class.
So to obtain new results let us explore the popular normalisation 휓†휓 = 1 which
makes 휓¯휓 = 푚/퐸. But this energy factor from the normalisation will cancel that
from the nonlinearity in the two 퐹 ∝ 퐼, P-LV cases obtained in the previous para-
graph, thus making the modiﬁed dispersion relation energy independent. Therefore








휓¯∂휈휓 − (∂휈휓¯)휓)]훼6 . (6.47)
Note that while 퐹푓 is just the numerator of 퐹푑, 퐹푒 is not the numerator of 퐹푐 as
now we have a simpler way to generate a P-LV 푛 = 훼, 푑 = 0 nonlinearity. The











and from Figures B.3 and B.4 in Appendix B, the range of 훼 values are found to be
−1.2 < 훼5 ≤ −0.8 (6.50)
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5.8 ≤ 훼6 ≤ 133 . (6.51)
Again the 훼’s in boldface are near the more likely values. We see that for 퐹푒, we
need negative values of 훼5. This would make nonlinear extensions like 퐹푒 non-local;
such non-localities might arise as eﬀective corrections arising from some more basic
quantum ﬁeld theory. For 퐹푓 , we see that 훼6 = 133 implies a huge number of
derivatives for 푋 = 10% and it becomes a more reasonable 훼6 = 5.8 for smaller 푋 .
The estimated values of 푋 ’s in the future experiments are shown in Figures B.7 and
B.8 in Appendix B.
6.4.2 NP-LI
If the nonlinearity is Lorentz invariant, the modiﬁed dispersion relations remain
covariant 퐸2 = 푝2 +푀2 but with an eﬀective mass 푀 that depends on the nonlin-
earity parameters [46]. If we take these nonlinearity parameters to be non-universal,
meaning that the diﬀerent neutrinos get diﬀerent eﬀective mass corrections, then the
oscillation probabilities are modiﬁed. However as the NP type of nonlinearities are
invariant to the normalisation of 휓, the modiﬁcation is energy independent and thus
not relevant for high-energy tests.
6.4.3 P-LI
Choosing the same energy dependent normalisation as in the P-LV cases discussed
above, and noting the discussion in the previous section, one sees that in P-LI cases
such as (휓¯휓)훼 the 푋 decreases with increasing energy and thus becomes irrelevant
at high energies. (We have looked at a few simple cases of 퐹 in the class P-LI and
they show a similar trend).
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6.5 Discussion
The way we have parameterised our corrections, the modiﬁcation to the conventional
neutrino oscillation probabilities may be described in terms of an eﬀective energy
dependent mass-squared diﬀerence,
Δ푚2푒푓푓 (퐸) = (1−푋)Δ푚2 . (6.52)
Hopefully such an eﬀect may be detectable with higher statistics and energies in
future experiments. Note that our 푋 ’s are positive because we took the constant
in front of the 퐹 ’s in (1.1) to be positive and absorbed it into the nonlinearity
parameter. More generally then, the right-hand-side of (6.52) should read (1 ±
푋)Δ푚2 so that the eﬀective mass might increase or decrease with energy.
Among the various types of nonlinearities we have studied, we ﬁnd that only six
have the potential to be detected in future higher energy experiments through their
increasing energy dependent eﬀect on the neutrino oscillation probabilities. In the
two 퐹 ∝ 퐼 cases, 퐹푎, 퐹푏, each of the discrete symmetries is preserved while in the
remaining 퐹 ∝ 훾휇 cases the nonlinearities are 풞 and 풞풫풯 odd. Thus the discrete
symmetries might be one way of partly discriminating among the possibilities. Some
interesting behaviour is seen for 퐹푒, 퐹푓 but note that in those cases the nonlinearity
is dependent on the energy dependent normalisation.
Since we worked in the plane wave approximation, the above-mentioned eﬀects
only probe modiﬁed dispersion relations rather than the nonlinearity itself. However
there are various ways of distinguishing our results from other proposals in the
literature. Firstly, we found that in modelling the nonlinearity by a single term





for some positive and typically fractional 훽. While even this can be obtained simply
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from a modiﬁed dispersion relation [72–77], independent of a quantum nonlinearity,
the availability of a quantum evolution equation in our approach will enable a more
reﬁned analysis of the phenomena when suﬃcient data become available. We also
emphasize that our nonlinearity simultaneously violates Lorentz invariance and that
is an additional distinguishing feature.
Further work in this direction would involve going beyond the plane wave ap-
proximation, leading to genuine nonlinear eﬀects and perhaps leading to an under-
standing of the mixing angles too [10]. Also, a subleading directional dependence
of the oscillation probability can be examined by using (6.11) instead of the ap-
proximation (6.12). Finally, one should explore if current oscillation data can be ﬁt
using purely energy dependent eﬀective neutrino masses as suggested, for example,
in Ref. [10].
An additional feature of our approach is that our modiﬁcations to the oscillation
probabilities are dependent on the individual neutrino masses [48] for some cases.
Thus by ﬁtting our models to actual data, we will be able to obtain the size of the




NOTE: The materials presented in this chapter are a reproduction of work
appearing in Ref. [49]. The sections and comments on conservation of prob-
ability and Galilean invariance are not available in Ref. [49]. Some remarks
in Section 7.3 is not available in Ref. [49].









2휓 + 푓푁푅(휓)휓 (7.1)
where the nonlinearity 푓푁푅 depends in general on the wavefunction, its conjugate
and their derivatives. 푓푁푅 may be written as a ratio of two terms, 푁(휓)/퐷(휓),
with equal factors of 휓 in the numerator and denominator if one wishes to keep
the invariance 휓 → 휆휓, 휆 a constant, of the linear Schro¨dinger equation. The
denominator is typically a monomial in 휓★휓 so that the nonlinear term may be
made separable for independent systems. As the nonlinearity must be weak on
phenomenological grounds, the solutions of the linear equation must be very close
to some solutions of the modiﬁed equation. However, any solutions of the linear
equation that have nodes would make 퐷(휓) vanish at some points. Thus, the
nonlinearity would generally be singular and ill-deﬁned at those points.
Weinberg, in Ref. [7], discusses classes of nonlinear Schro¨dinger-Pauli equations
where the nonlinearity turns out to be ﬁnite at the nodes because the numerator
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vanishes faster than the denominator there. However this will not happen for general
classes of nonlinearities where 푁(휓) has derivatives, such as the equations studied
in Ref. [8].
In this chapter, we discuss how to construct novel classes of nonlinear Schro¨dinger-
Pauli equations, which have the 휓 → 휆휓 invariance, starting from nonlinear Dirac
equations. Our procedure has the advantage of indicating a natural and physical
regularisation of the singularities.
In the next section, we discuss, in general terms, the formal non-relativistic
limit of a subset of nonlinear Dirac equations constructed in Ref. [46] or in Chapter
2. For conciseness, in this chapter we only consider the case where 퐹 = 푓퐼 in
(7.2), 퐼 being the identity matrix in spinor space. Also, in the next section, we
discuss brieﬂy about the conservation of probability and the Galilean invariance.
Explicit examples of the lowest order nonlinearities, corresponding to one factor of
휓★휓 in 퐷(휓) are exhibited in Section 7.2, other cases being similarly handled. The
singularity resolution is discussed in Section 7.3 and we end with a discussion in
Section 7.4.
We note in passing that nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations of other types have
been constructed from Levy-Leblond’s “non-relativistic Dirac equation” which is
itself the non-relativistic limit of the usual Dirac equation [78, 79].
7.1 Non-Relativistic Limit
We start from nonlinear Dirac equations of the form
(푖ℏ훾휇∂휇 −푚푐+ 휖퐹 )휓 = 0 , (7.2)
where 퐹 = 퐹 (휓, 휓¯) = 푓퐼 and where we have made the small parameter 휖 explicit1.
Again, we demand that 퐹 has certain properties so that desirable characteristics of
1Note that this diﬀers from (1.1) where we have extracted out the nonlinear parameter 휖.
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the linear Dirac equation, such as locality, conservation of probability, separability
and invariance under 휓 → 휆휓, are retained (we are adopting the standard kinemat-
ical structure of quantum mechanics, in particular the standard inner product)2.






푖ℏ푐휶 ⋅∇+ 훽푚푐2 − 휖푐훽푓)휓 (7.3)
where 훼푖 = 훾0훾푖 and 훽 = 훾0. It maybe be decomposed into two equations by







where the rest energy has been extracted as it is the largest component in the
non-relativistic limit. We adopt the standard textbook procedure in obtaining the
leading non-relativistic limit, but for clarity we repeat some steps below. In order to
make the algebra manageable, we simply take 1/푐 to be the same order of magnitude
as the nonlinearity scale 휖 and keep only the leading nonlinear term in the standard
non-relativistic expansion. In this way, we can isolate the leading order nonlinear
contribution. However, in realistic applications, 휖 will be much smaller than 1/푐:
This will introduce higher order, 1/푐, terms which do not aﬀect the leading
order nonlinear contribution.
























(As in the usual textbook procedure, the ansatz (7.4) removes the mass term for the
upper component).
2Refer to Chapter 2 for more details.
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. Then expanding (7.6) about 휒0, we obtain









That is, 휒 is the same as that in the linear theory. Substituting (7.6) into the upper









where 푓푁푅 means that the state dependence of 푓 has been simpliﬁed using (7.4),
(7.6) and higher order terms dropped. Below we look at some properties of this
nonlinear equation.
┌ ┐
7.1.1 Conservation of Probability
Here we examine the condition for 푓푁푅 in (7.8) such that the probability is conserved.
We assume that the probability density 휌 is given by 휑†휑 and the current 풋 is given
by 휑†∇휑− (∇휑†)휑. Probability is conserved if 휑 satisfy ∂
∂푡
휌+∇ ⋅ 풋 = 0. Eq.(7.8)











The conjugated equation is given by
∂
∂푡
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Substituting (7.9) and (7.10) into ∂
∂푡
휌+∇ ⋅ 풋 = 0, we get
휑†
(
푓 †푁푅 − 푓푁푅
)
휑 = 0 . (7.11)
We can see that if 푓푁푅 is Hermitian, the probability is conserved which is similar to
that for the relativistic case.
7.1.2 Galilean Invariance
In this section, we describe brieﬂy the Galilean invariance in the non-relativistic
equations. Consider the Galilean transformation 푥′ = 푥 − 푣푡 and 푡′ = 푡. The











transforms as 휑′ = 푒−푖푔휑, where 푔 is a real function to be determined. The Galilean









휑′ − 휖푐푓 ′푁푅휑′ . (7.12)





























































푓 ′푁푅 = 푓푁푅 . (7.17)
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Since we are only interested in the leading order nonlinear corrections, it will be suﬃ-
cient to check whether the nonlinear term is invariant under Galilean transformation
by substituting (7.18) into the Galilean transformed nonlinear term 푓푁푅.
└ ┘
7.2 Examples
7.2.1 Lorentz Invariant 푓 with One Derivative








where 푗휇5 = 휓¯훾
휇훾5휓 is the usual chiral current. In this case the non-relativistic limit






















The factor ∇ ⋅ (휑†흈휑) appears often in parity odd equations [46]; it couples the
spin components of the two-component spinor.
┌ ┐
It is clear that this nonlinear term is Hermitian and thus the probability is
conserved. Under Galilean transformation, this nonlinear term remains unchanged.
└ ┘
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7.2.2 Lorentz Invariant 푓 with Two Derivatives














where 휖 and 훿 are two independent small parameters taken to be of order 1/푐 below.























































































(∣휑∣2 − ∣휒∣2) . (7.23)
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Substituting (7.25) into the upper component of (7.22), we have, after dropping a






















































It is clear that this nonlinear term is Hermitian and thus the probability is
conserved. Unlike the previous example, it is not so clear that this term is Galilean

































Now, it is clear that the ﬁrst two terms are invariant under Galilean transformation
and the remaining terms are identical to the linear Schro¨dinger equation. Thus this
nonlinear extension is invariant under Galilean transformation.
└ ┘
7.2.3 Lorentz Violating, Parity Even 푓
Lorentz violating non-linear Dirac equations are of some interest [10,46,47,81]. An
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where 퐴휇 is a constant vector background ﬁeld. This example is similar to 퐹6 in






















It is clear that this nonlinear term is Hermitian and thus the probability is
conserved. Under Galilean transformation, for 1 spatial dimension (푥-direction),
























which means that this term is not invariant under Galilean transformation. How-
ever, if the background ﬁeld has only a time component i.e. 푨 = 0, the leading
non-relativistic limit actually becomes linear and invariant under Galilean transfor-
mations.
└ ┘
7.2.4 Lorentz Violating, Parity Odd 푓
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┌ ┐
It is clear that this nonlinear term is Hermitian and thus the probability is con-
served. Similar to the previous example the second nonlinear term is not invariant
under Galilean transformation but the ﬁrst nonlinear term is. If the background








∣휑∣2 , 푌 =
(∇휑†) ⋅ (∇휑)
∣휑∣2 , 푍 =
휑†∇2휑
∣휑∣2 . (7.33)
Clearly, at the nodes of 휑, these forms are singular. However, we can avoid these
singularities in a natural way. For our nonlinear Dirac equations [46], the nonlin-
earities have the common structure 푁(휓¯,휓)
(휓¯휓)푛
, the 푛 = 1 case being discussed here. In
terms of the two component spinors this is 푁
∣휑∣2−∣휒∣2
where the lower (small) compo-
nent contribution ∣휒∣2 is usually dropped in the non-relativistic limit. However, at
the nodes of 휑, we must keep the small component in the denominator. This regu-
lates the above mentioned singularity for the following reason: From (7.6), the lower
component is proportional to the slope of 휑 (i.e. ∇휑), which is unlikely to vanish
simultaneously at the nodes except for special cases. In such extreme cases, one
would need to retain the smaller terms (higher order in 1/푐) in the non-relativistic
expansion of the denominator.
┌ ┐
As a remark, the analysis in this section is only valid for cases where ∣휑∣2 ∕=
∣휒∣2. For the special case mentioned above where ∣휑∣2 and ∣휒∣2 are comparable, the
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singularities at the nodes of the wavefunction remain singular. However, this special
case occurs only for massless particles, which do not possess any non-relativistic
equations. In this chapter, we are interested in non-relativistic equations, that is
the particles involved are massive. Thus the special case where ∣휑∣2 and ∣휒∣2 are
comparable do not aﬀect our analysis.
└ ┘
For the speciﬁc examples illustrated above, the replacement ∣휑∣2 → ∣휑∣2 − ∣휒∣2
in the denominator makes 푋 = 푍 = 0 at a node of 휑 while 푌 becomes ﬁnite and
actually enhanced because of the small denominator. Note that, at the level of the
equation of motion, there is an extra factor of 휑 which multiplies the nonlinearity
푓 . It is clear that 푋 and 푍 contributions in the equation of motion are not singular
even at the nodes but the 푌 contribution is, unless regularised as discussed above.
So far we have discussed singularities in 푓 and at the level of equations of motion.




푑3푥 < 휑∣퐹 ∣휑 >=
∫
푑3푥∣휑∣2푓(휑) (7.34)
where the unperturbed (linear equation) wavefunctions are used. We see that the
푋, 푌, 푍 structures give ﬁnite shifts. Singularities will appear in 푛 ≥ 2 classes of
nonlinearities discussed in [46], two examples of which are given by
푉 = 푌 2 =
[
(∇휑†) ⋅ (∇휑)] [(∇휑†) ⋅ (∇휑)]
∣휑∣2∣휑∣2 , (7.35)
푊 = 푌 푍 =
[
(∇휑†) ⋅ (∇휑)] (휑†∇2휑)
∣휑∣2∣휑∣2 . (7.36)
It is clear that the energy shifts will be singular for such terms unless the regulari-
sation is implemented.
The above discussion has ignored external potentials which must be included in
realistic experiments. For example, in the presence of an external gauge ﬁeld and
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⎟⎠휑0, the lower component is modiﬁed
































In this case, at the node3 of 휑, ∣휒0∣2 has exactly the same form as the case when the
gauge ﬁeld is absent.
We can see that the contributions from nonlinear eﬀects are largest (if non-zero)
at the nodes. This suggested that future tests for quantum nonlinearity should focus
on system containing nodes in their wavefunctions.
7.4 Discussion
We have illustrated how to obtain novel classes of nonlinear Schro¨dinger-Pauli equa-
tions starting from the nonlinear Dirac equations constructed in Ref. [46] and Chap-
ter 2, the latter equations themselves being more general than previous construc-
tions [11–13]. For example, we have cases where the time-derivatives appear in
the nonlinearity, and cases where the two components of the spinor are coupled
through parity violation. We remark that probability is conserved for all of our
non-relativistic equations. Also, the equations that are descended from Lorentz
covariant equations are Galilean invariant.
An interesting point to note is that certain Lorentz-violating nonlinear Dirac
equations have non-relativistic limits that are Galilean invariant. For example, for
3That is, 푔 = 0.
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푓3, if the background ﬁeld has only a time component, the leading non-relativistic
limit actually becomes linear and invariant under Galilean transformations. For 푓4,
choosing a space-like background ﬁeld will cause the non-relativistic equation to be
still nonlinear but invariant under Galilean transformations.
We had taken the nonlinearity parameter 휖 to be the same order of magnitude as
1/푐 for ease of power counting, as our main aim was to isolate the leading nonlinear
structure in the formal non-relativistic limit. We saw that potential singularities
in the Schro¨dinger-Pauli equations are regularised by keeping the subleading lower
components of the four component Dirac spinor in the denominators of the nonlinear
terms. Thus, physically, it is the relativistic corrections that regulate the singulari-
ties. Precisely at a node, if the numerator is is nonzero, the nonlinearity is actually
enhanced by the small denominator.
The situation here is qualitatively similar to a previous study [41] of an information-
theoretically motivated nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation [10], where the contribution
to energy shifts from states with nodes was enhanced relative to states which had
no nodes. Note also that in replacing the potentially singular denominator ∣휑∣2
by ∣휑∣2 − ∣휒∣2 as in Section 7.3, one has introduced an inﬁnite number of deriva-
tives, through a formal expansion of the denominator, into the nonlinear terms even
though we had started with a ﬁnite number of derivatives. This again is qualitatively
similar to the situation with the information-theoretic nonlinearity in Ref. [10].
In actual applications, such as tests of quantum linearity, one would have to set
휖 much smaller than 1/푐 in the constructed nonlinear Schro¨dinger-Pauli equations
even though they were formally derived from the nonlinear Dirac equations assuming
휖 ∼ 1/푐.
The main suggestion from this study is that future precision low-energy exper-
iments, probing deviations from quantum linearity, should focus on systems which
have nodes in their limiting linear wavefunctions. It is there that the nonlinearity,




NOTE: The materials presented in this chapter are an expansion of the work
published in Ref. [46]. The paragraph on the comparison between classical
and Grassmann variables in Section 8.1.2 is available in the earlier version of
the same paper [51] . Table 8.1, summarising the discrete symmetries of the
examples discussed in chapter 2 and 3, are not available in the literature.
The Standard Model of particle physics encodes both parity and 풞풫 violation as
these are empirically observed facts. Thus in our nonlinear equations, summarised in
Table 8.1, we ﬁnd it interesting to study the individual discrete symmetries. However
in line with general theorems [50, 59, 60] on local, Hermitian, Lorentz covariant
theories, we do ﬁnd by explicit veriﬁcation that our speciﬁc examples preserve the
combined 풫풞풯 invariance although we do not impose it. In the next section, we
examine the conditions the nonlinear extensions have to obey in order to preserve the
respective discrete symmetries. In Section 8.2, we show by example that the 풫풞풯
symmetric class is larger than the Lorentz symmetry. We end with a summary of
the discrete symmetries possessed by the nonlinear generalisations we have discussed
and a short discussion on the possible applications.
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8.1 Discrete Symmetries
8.1.1 Parity




휓푃 = 0 (8.1)
where 퐹푃 is the parity transformed 퐹 , 휓푃 is the parity transformed 휓 and ∂
′
휇 =
(∂0,−∂푖). Introducing the parity operator 풫ˆ , one writes 휓푃 = 풫ˆ휓, then we have
(
푖훾0∂0 − 푖훾푖∂푖 −푚+ 퐹푃
) 풫ˆ휓 = 0 . (8.2)
Multiplying 풫ˆ−1 from the left, we have
풫ˆ−1 (푖훾0∂0 − 푖훾푖∂푖 −푚+ 퐹푃) 풫ˆ휓 = 0, (8.3)
and ﬁnd that the transformed equation has the same form as the original equation
if
풫ˆ−1훾0풫ˆ = 훾0 , 풫ˆ−1훾푖풫ˆ = −훾푖 (8.4)
and if 퐹 satisﬁes
풫ˆ−1퐹푃 풫ˆ ≡ 퐹 . (8.5)
The ﬁrst constraint (8.4) is the usual one of the linear theory and is satisﬁed by
풫ˆ = 휂푃훾0 (8.6)
independent of the representation used. 휂푃 is an unobservable arbitrary phase.
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8.1.2 Charge Conjugation
To obtain the charge conjugation operator 풞ˆ, we minimally couple a gauge ﬁeld to
the linear part of the Dirac equation
(훾휇(푖∂휇 + 푒퐴휇)−푚+ 퐹 )휓 = 0 (8.7)
and compare with the conjugated equation deﬁned by
(훾휇(푖∂휇 − 푒퐴휇)−푚+ 퐹퐶)휓푐 = 0 (8.8)
where 퐹퐶 is the charge conjugated 퐹 and 휓퐶 is the charge conjugated 휓. We let
휓퐶 = 풞ˆ퐾ˆ휓 = 풞ˆ휓∗ where 퐾ˆ is a complex conjugation operator. Multiplying 풞ˆ−1퐾ˆ
to (8.8) from the left, we have
풞ˆ−1 (훾휇∗(−푖∂휇 − 푒퐴휇)−푚+ 퐹 ∗퐶) 풞ˆ휓 = 0 (8.9)(
훾휇(푖∂휇 + 푒퐴휇)−푚+ 풞ˆ−1퐹 ∗퐶 풞ˆ
)
휓 = 0. (8.10)
This give us the usual invariance condition
풞ˆ−1훾휇풞ˆ = −훾휇∗ (8.11)
which in the Dirac-Pauli representation is satisﬁed by
풞ˆ = 푖휂퐶훾2 (8.12)
휂퐶 is an unobservable arbitrary phase. Thus the constraint on the nonlinear term
is given by,
풞ˆ−1퐹 ∗퐶 풞ˆ ≡ 퐹 (8.13)
or equivalently 풞ˆ−1퐹퐶 풞ˆ ≡ 퐹 ∗.
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Before moving on to time reversal symmetry, we will comment on the issue of
classical versus Grassmann variables. We are treating the wavefunctions and their
adjoint as classical objects. Thus the factor 휓¯휓 in the denominator of (2.42) obtains
a negative sign when performing a transpose operation1. Since the numerator will
also be subjected to similar operations, the negative sign generated will be cancelled
by that generated from the denominator2. If we treat 휓¯’s and 휓’s as Grassmann
objects, there will not be any sign change for 휓¯휓 or their corresponding numerators
under a transpose operation.
8.1.3 Time Reversal
The time reversed nonlinear Dirac equation is
(−푖훾휇∂′휇 −푚+ 퐹푇 )휓푇 = 0 (8.14)
where 퐹푇 is the time reversed 퐹 , 휓푇 is the time reversed 휓 and ∂
′
휇 = (−∂0, ∂푖).
In terms of the time-reversal operator 풯ˆ we take 휓풯 = 풯ˆ 휓퐾ˆ = 풯ˆ 휓∗. Multiplying
풯ˆ −1퐾ˆ to (8.14) from the left, we get
풯ˆ −1퐾ˆ (−푖훾0∂0 + 푖훾푖∂푖 −푚+ 퐹푇 ) 풯ˆ 휓∗ = 0 (8.15)
풯ˆ −1 (푖훾0∂0 − 푖훾푖∗∂푖 −푚+ 퐹 ∗푇 ) 풯ˆ 휓 = 0 (8.16)(
푖훾0∂0 + 푖훾
푖∂푖 −푚+ 풯ˆ −1퐹 ∗푇 풯ˆ
)
휓 = 0 . (8.17)
This give us the usual invariance condition
풯ˆ −1훾0풯ˆ = 훾0 , 풯ˆ −1훾푖∗풯ˆ = −훾푖 (8.18)
1A transpose operation is needed when we are comparing objects with their charge conjugated
counterparts.
2From scale invariance of the nonlinear term, the number of negative signs generated in the
numerator will be the same as that generated in the denominator.
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whose solution in the Dirac-Pauli representation is
풯ˆ = 푖휂푇훾1훾3 . (8.19)
휂푇 is an unobservable arbitrary phase. The constraint on 퐹 is
풯ˆ −1퐹푇 풯ˆ ≡ 퐹 ∗ . (8.20)
8.1.4 푃퐶푇
Under the combined 풫풞풯 transformation, Θˆ, the nonlinear Dirac equation becomes
(−푖훾휇∂휇 −푚+ 퐹휃)휓휃 = 0 (8.21)
where 퐹휃 is the 풫풞풯 transformed 퐹 and 휓휃 is the 풫풞풯 transformed 휓. Taking
휓휃 = Θˆ휓 and multiply Θˆ
−1 to (8.21) from the left, we get
Θˆ−1 (−푖훾휇∂휇 −푚+ 퐹휃) Θˆ휓 = 0 (8.22)(
푖훾휇∂휇 −푚+ Θˆ−1퐹휃Θˆ
)
휓 = 0 . (8.23)
This give us the usual invariance condition
{Θˆ, 훾휇} = 0 (8.24)
which has the representation independent solution
Θ ∝ 훾5 . (8.25)
The constraint on the nonlinear term is given by
Θˆ−1퐹ΘΘˆ ≡ 퐹 . (8.26)
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Let us verify that the combination of the individual discrete symmetries found

















in agreement with (8.25).
8.2 Lorentz vs 푃퐶푇 Invariance
In this section, we show by an example that 풫풞풯 invariant nonlinear Dirac equations
form a larger class than Lorentz invariant nonlinear Dirac equations: this is similar
to the general theorem shown in Refs. [50, 59]. That is, we can have a Lorentz
non-invariant system that preserves 풫풞풯 symmetry but we cannot have 풫풞풯 non-
invariant system that preserves Lorentz symmetry.
Take (2.46) as an example, Let us discuss the situation whereby the 풫풞풯 invari-
ance is imposed on (2.46) ﬁrst. Then we ﬁnd, using Θˆ ∝ 훾5 that we require
[퐴, 훾5] = 0 (8.32)
which is satisﬁed if 퐴 has the form
퐴 = 푎퐼 + 푏훾5 + 푐
휇휈휎휇휈 . (8.33)
If there are no other dynamical ﬁelds other than the wavefunction, then 푐휇휈 can only
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be a constant background ﬁeld, thus explicitly breaking Lorentz invariance. Indeed
explicitly implementing Lorentz invariance of (2.46) gives
푆(Λ)−1퐴푆(Λ) ≡ 퐴 (8.34)
which for the inﬁnitesimal case gives [퐴, 휎훼훽 ] = 0 which only allows
퐴 = 푎퐼 + 푏훾5 , (8.35)
as we argued earlier.
In other words, we could have 풫풞풯 invariance even if we gave up Lorentz in-
variance, which again is consistent with general results in the literature [50, 59].
8.3 Examples and Applications
In Table 8.1, we summarise the discrete symmetry properties for the examples we
have examined in Chapter 2 and 3.
Lorentz
symmetry P C T PCT Examples
L.I. + + + + 퐹2 : 푏 = 0, 푎 = 퐼푚(2.50), 퐹3 : 푎 = 푅푒(2.55),
퐹4(2.56), 퐹5 : 휖2 = 0(2.62)
L.I. − + − + 퐹1(2.48), 퐹2 : 푎 = 0, 푏 = 퐼푚(2.50)
L.I. − − + + 퐹2 : 푎 = 0, 푏 = 푅푒(2.50), 퐹5 : 휖1 = 0(2.62)
L.I. + − − + 퐹2 : 푏 = 0, 푎 = 푅푒(2.50), 퐹3 : 푎 = 퐼푚(2.55)
L.V. − − − − 퐹10(2.67)
L.V. + − + − F1(3.16),F2(3.17)
L.V. + 퐹7(2.64), 퐹9(2.66)
L.V. − 퐹6(2.63), 퐹8(2.65)
Table 8.1: This table shows the discrete symmetry properties for the examples we
have considered with equation numbers in the brackets. The blanks are intensionally
made as the properties of the discrete symmetries in those cases depends explicitly
on the background ﬁelds.
From Table 8.1, we can see that a violation in the discrete symmetry (풫풞풯 ) in-
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dicates that the Lorentz symmetry is violated simultaneously. However it is possible
to preserve the 풫풞풯 symmetry for the Lorentz violating examples like 퐹7(2.64) and
퐹9(2.66).
One possible application of our results is towards understanding the baryon
asymmetry in the universe. Our equations 퐹6(2.63), 퐹7(2.64), 퐹8(2.65), 퐹9(2.66),
F1(3.16) and F2(3.17) suggest a source of 풞풫 and 풫풞풯 violation associated with
quantum nonlinearities and Lorentz violation. We estimate the relevant energy scale
from (3.16) as follows: Let 휖 denote the strength of the nonlinearity represented by
1/퐴. Since 휖 has a dimension of length, we compare it with the natural Compton
scale, 1/푀 , of the linear theory and write 휖 ∼ 푓/푀 where 푓 is the dimensionless size
of Lorentz violation. Thus in the plane wave approximation [46–48] or in Chapter
5 we approximate the size of the nonlinearity, 퐹 = 푓퐸2/푀푐2. Treating 퐹 as a
correction to the electron mass 푚푒 [10], and using 푓 ∼ 10−31 we get 퐸 ∼ 1012퐺푒푉
if 푀 ∼ 푚푒 and 퐸 ∼ 1015퐺푒푉 if 푀 is the electro-weak scale which gives masses
to the particles. Hence, we have obtained a rough estimate on the energy scale in
which these new source of 풞풫 violation becomes signiﬁcant. For some previous stud-




Other Aspects and Future
Applications
NOTE: All materials presented in this chapter are not available in any works
published by the author.
In this chapter, we discuss several aspects and possible future applications. In
the next section, we discuss possibilities of extending our approach to more complex
scenarios. In Section 9.2, we brieﬂy mention the ﬁnding of exact solutions. Next in
Section 9.3, we consider possible applications to low energy physics like 훽-decay. We
discuss possible couplings to gravity in Section 9.4. In Section 9.5, we explore the
possibilities of a pure energy dependent neutrino masses. In Section 9.6, we examine
some future applications of the nonlinear Dirac equations (NLDEs) to cosmology.
We end with a short discussion on quantum linearity in Section 9.7.
9.1 Simplicity
In this thesis, we have used the Occam’s razor approach: That is, we have kept
our nonlinear extensions as simple as possible. The nonlinear extensions considered
are as simple as possible but not simpler because they are required to satisfy the
axioms we wish to impose. In this section, we discuss brieﬂy possibilities such as the
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removal of homogeneity or separability condition and the construction of non-local
NLDEs.
9.1.1 Removal of Homogeneity or Separability
So far, all our NLDEs have been homogeneous. That is, they are invariant under
the transformation 휓 → 휆휓. The NLDEs considered are also separable. Here, we
consider the possibility of some NLDEs that are not homogeneous or separable.
First we discuss some NLDEs where the homogeneity condition is removed. We
will use the information-theoretic point of view as they give more restrictive equa-
tions. We can see that the simplest information measure that satisﬁes the other






This F is positive deﬁnite, it contains derivatives, it is local and it is simultaneously
a minimum. However,it is not invariant under the scaling 휓 → 휆휓. An interesting
property of this F is that it is Lorentz invariant. Unlike in Chapter 3 where the
violation of Lorentz symmetry is unavoidable, here we can avoid the violation of
Lorentz symmetry. We see that to preserve the Lorentz symmetry, we will have to
give up the homogeneity condition if we keep other conditions like positivity, locality
etc.
There are many articles that discuss NLDEs which are non-homogeneous [8,11–
13]. However, our example is relatively new. The reason is that we have demanded
that the information measures should contain derivatives and they are covariant.
This introduces time derivatives in the information measure (nonlinear extension)
which are not present in other constructs in the literatures [8, 11–13].
Note that it is possible to maintain homogeneity but not separability which we
will discuss in the following section.
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9.1.2 Non-Locality
Locality have been one of the main constraint in constructing the NLDEs as we
wished to keep our framework as simple as possible. However, one can introduce
quantum nonlinearities non-locally.
Let us consider the information-theoretic approach. An example that satisﬁes












This nonlinear extension is Lorentz violating, positive deﬁnite and homogeneous.
However, this nonlinear extension is not separable and is non-local. It contains
inﬁnite sum of terms that contains derivatives if the exponential is expanded. An
interesting future direction is to investigate the eﬀects of these nonlocal nonlinearities
in some physical systems.
9.2 Exact Solutions and Solitonic Solutions
In this thesis, we have only considered plane-waves as ansatz for the solutions to the
NLDEs. Plane-waves are only a subset of solutions to the NLDEs especially for the
Lorentz invariant examples. For other examples that violate the Lorentz symmetry,
plane-waves are considered only as perturbative leading order solutions.
An interesting future direction is to move beyond plane-wave solutions and look
for exact solutions or even solitonic solutions. These exact/solitonic solutions may
lead to interesting physical phenomena. Especially, solitonic solution may give us
an understanding to the size of fundamental fermions such as electrons.
1Here the constant background ﬁeld 퐴휇 is time-like. That is 퐴휇 = (퐴, 0, 0, 0).
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9.3 Low Energy Applications and Phenomena
In this section, we will discuss possible future applications of the NLDEs in the
sector of low energy physics.
9.3.1 훽-Decay
As we saw in previous chapters, NLDEs often lead to modiﬁcations of the energy
dispersion relations. In turn, this will aﬀect the derivation of the Kurie function.
The modiﬁcation of the Kurie function can be used as a test of quantum nonlinearity
in 훽 decay experiments. This is especially so for those nonlinearities that becomes
signiﬁcant at low energies. An example is given by (3.16).
9.3.2 Information-Theoretic Approach for Non-Relativistic
Systems
In Chapter 3, we have outlined an approach to generalise the linear Dirac Lagrangian
using information-theoretic arguments where we have treated 휓 as the fundamental
object. It will be interesting to apply similar argument in the non-relativistic regime.
That is, we start with a non-relativistic Lagrangian and look for generalisations of
the Lagrangian that can be interpreted as an information measures. Here, we give
a very brief description of how this can be done.
We start with the free Lagrangian (in 1 dimension)
L = 푖 (∂푥휓




and G is the generalisation which we wish to interpret as an infor-
mation measure. We demand G to satisfy the following conditions: (i) Homogeneity,
(ii) Locality, (iii) Positivity, (iv) Uncertainty, (v) Minimisation and (iv) Global phase
invariance. Note that we did not impose global phase invariance in the Chapter 3.
The reason is that there we considered the 휓’s to contract in the “natural way” of
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bilinears. Instead of attempting to derive the most general cases, we write down a
G . It is
G =




where 푎 is a constant. When 푎 is real, G reduces to the usual Fisher information
measure [10,33,34,38,39] and when 푎 is complex, G reduces to the quantum Fisher
information measure [84]. Note that this information measure leads to integrable
equations [85].
Such generalisations of the non-relativistic equations have many interesting phe-
nomena. Some of these equations have been used in the studies of plasma physics,
black hole physics, nonlinear optics and hydrodynamics [25–27]. These equations
have been derived by others [8]. However, we have provided an alternative method
to obtain these equations, namely the information-theoretic point of view. This
work is in progress [84].
9.3.3 Condensed Matter
In the year 2004, scientists have been able to produce a 2 dimensional system that
is stable, namely graphene [86]. Charge transport in graphene can be described
by a 2 dimensional massless Dirac equation in a honeycomb lattice. Since we have
obtained a class of generalised Dirac equation, it would be an interesting to examine
the consequences of such equations in a honeycomb lattice.
9.4 Coupling Gravity to Spinors
Many studies investigated the coupling of spinors to gravity [87]. This is an inter-
esting future direction. For example, we can generalise the gravity-coupled spinor
equations in a similar way as we have done in this thesis. Another example is to see
how the NLDEs we have obtained change when expressed in terms of gravity cou-
pled spinors. In this way, we may be able to describe a possible source of quantum
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nonlinearity from gravity. Also, these nonlinear equations can serves as eﬀective
equations describing some phenomena in gravitational physics [26].
Moreover, we will have the freedom in choosing the type of metric (i.e. curvature
of the space-time). This will allow us to be able to examine the various properties
of the NLDEs in the diﬀerent choices of metric.
9.5 Energy Dependent Neutrino Masses
In Chapter 6, we have examined the eﬀects of the NLDEs on the neutrino oscillation
probability2. There, we have considered neutrinos to be massive and the nonlinear
eﬀects to be the corrections to the neutrino masses. However, in this section, we
will assume neutrinos to be massless. The observed eﬀects from neutrino oscillation
experiment are taken to be a purely energy dependent term. In general, the eﬀective
neutrino masses can be written as
푚푒푓푓 = 훼퐸
훽 (9.5)
where 훽 is some real number and 훼 is dimensionful such that 훼퐸훽 has the dimension
of energy. However, this expression is not useful for neutrino oscillations where Δ푚2
is more relevant. Considering 2 neutrino oscillations, we have
Δ푚2 = 푚2푖 −푚2푗 = 훼2푖퐸2훽푖 − 훼2푗퐸2훽푗 (9.6)
where 푖’s and 푗’s labels the “mass” eigenstates.
By performing a ﬁt to actual neutrino oscillation data, one will be able to obtain
the sizes and values of 훼’s and 훽’s. We will not perform this ﬁt here. However,
suppose we have obtained the values of 훼 and 훽 through data ﬁtting, we will be
able to limit the choice of nonlinearities. In another words, if we know the value
2Refer to Chapter 6 for more discussions.
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of 훽, we can always focus on nonlinearities that give similar energy dependence.
Moreover, with the value of 훼 known, we are able to estimate the energy scale in
which the eﬀects of quantum nonlinearity becomes signiﬁcant. From these, we can
design appropriate experiments to probe quantum nonlinearity if the energy scale is
not unattainable.
9.6 Cosmology
In previous section, we have outlined some applications of the NLDEs to particle
physics. Here we will look at possible applications of the NLDEs to the area of
cosmology, namely dark matter and baryogensis.
9.6.1 Dark Matter
From earlier analysis, we have shown that NLDEs may lead to modiﬁcations to
the energy dispersion relation. In Chapter 5, we have encountered some non-
perturbative eﬀects due to the presence of higher derivatives. These non-perturbative
eﬀects may have interesting application in the study of dark matter.
Moreover, the energy dependent eﬀective masses may have interesting relation
to sterile neutrinos. We can use similar analysis as in the previous section to probe
the energy dependence in the mass of sterile neutrinos. If we can describe sterile
neutrinos by some NLDEs, we will be able to say something on dark matter where
sterile neutrinos are believed to be some “warm” dark matter.
9.6.2 Baryogensis
In Chapter 8, we have brieﬂy discussed the properties of the discrete symmetries
possessed by the NLDEs. We have brieﬂy examined the energy scale in which the
nonlinearities becomes signiﬁcant, especially those that are 풞 and 풞풫 violating.
Thus we can consider such nonlinearities as a new source source of 풞풫 violations.
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Since some nonlinearities are both 풞 and 풞풫 violating, we have satisﬁed two out of
the three conditions of Sakharov [88, 89]. Thus we can see that the nonlinearities
may be interpreted as a new source of baryogensis. However, further investigations
are needed before we can draw this conclusion.
9.7 Quantum Linearity
There are many articles [90–95] that discuss the possibility of quantum nonlinearity.
Some of those [92, 96] assert that certain quantum nonlinearities [7] leads to super-
luminal communication. There are some other articles [94, 95] that argue that it is
possible to have quantum nonlinearity and yet not have superluminal communica-
tion.
In Chapter 3, we have derived that, for any generalised Dirac Lagrangian to
satisfy the information-theoretic conditions, the generalisation has to be necessarily
nonlinear and simultaneously Lorentz violating. Thus we see that quantum non-
linearity has close relations with the Lorentz symmetry. Since Lorentz symmetry
is violated, superluminal communication becomes unsurprising. From experimen-
tal bounds, the size of Lorentz violation is very small, 10−32. Thus superluminal
communications only occur in the regime of high energy or at very short distances.
The energy scale in which these phenomena become signiﬁcant requires more
in-depth analysis. Possible area in which these energy scale be derived, are neutrino




In this thesis, we have obtained nonlinear generalisations to the linear Dirac equation
through two approaches. The ﬁrst approach used the desirable physical properties,
possessed by the linear Dirac equation, to give constraints to the generalisations. It
allowed us to generate a large class of nonlinear Dirac equations that were Lorentz in-
variant as well as Lorentz violating. The second approach used information-theoretic
axioms to constrain the generalisations. Unlike the ﬁrst approach, the second ap-
proach implied that the generalisations must necessarily be nonlinear and Lorentz
violating (if the generalisations are to satisfy the information-theoretic arguments).
One advantage of our two approaches is that we are able to generate classes
of NLDEs that have not been studied before. Especially we have nonlinear terms
that contains derivatives, including time derivatives, which is not discussed in the
literature [11–16]. Moreover, many of our nonlinear generalisations contains higher
derivatives. These higher derivatives equations will imply extra degree of freedom,
corresponding to more massive modes in addition to the usual modes of the linear
equations [46]. Another advantage of our two approaches is that they allow us to
study the discrete symmetries possessed by the NLDEs in a more convenient way.
A point to note is that we have shown that the nonlinear generalisations cannot
be linearised by performing a generalised gauge transformation.
We have applied these generalisations to various areas in physics. Firstly, we have
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examined the modiﬁcations to the neutrino oscillation probabilities brought about
by the nonlinear generalisations. There we are able to predict the modiﬁcations (if
any) in future neutrino oscillation experiments [64–69]. A bonus is that, in some
cases, our modiﬁcations are sensitive to the individual neutrino masses, unlike the
conventional approach.
Next, we have explored the non-relativistic limit of the NLDEs. We discovered
that we are able to regularise the potential singularities mentioned by Ref. [7] in
a natural way. It is the relativistic corrections that regularise the singularities.
Moreover, we ﬁnd that the nonlinear contribution is being enhanced at the nodes
(if any) of the wavefunctions.
Next, we have discussed the discrete symmetries possessed by the nonlinear
generalisations. These allow us to give a rough estimate on the energy scale in which
these generalisations becomes signiﬁcant. It is possible for these generalisations to
describe a new source in the violation of 풞풫 symmetry. This might be relevant in
the area of cosmology more speciﬁcally baryogenesis.
We have brieﬂy mentioned other possible future directions like nonlocal equa-
tions; non-relativistic systems like hydrodynamics, nonlinear optic; ﬁnding exact or
solitonic solutions; condensed matter applications; coupling the nonlinear equations
to gravity and dark matter studies.
In short, we have presented two approaches to generalise the linear Dirac equa-
tion and applied these generalisations to various areas in physics and obtain some
interesting results. If these generalisations serve as fundamental equations, we see
this work as a way to test quantum linearity in various areas in physics. If, in-
stead, these generalisations serve as eﬀective equations, we see this work as a way




In this thesis, we follow closely the conventions used in the textbook [50] unless
explicitly speciﬁed. We list some of them here for the convenience of the reader.




1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0




The celebrated linear Dirac equation is
(푖훾휇∂휇 −푚)휓 = 0 (A.2)
where the 훾 matrices satisfy
{훾휇, 훾휈} = 훾휇훾휈 + 훾휈훾휇 = 2푔휇휈 (A.3)
with 훾0 Hermitian and 훾푖 anti-Hermitian. We have set ℏ = 1 = 푐. We deﬁne 훾5 to
be
훾5 = 훾




훾25 = 퐼 , (A.5)
{훾5, 훾휇} = 0 . (A.6)











= 0 . (A.8)
Various Hermitian conjugates are given by






= 훾0휎훼훽훾0 . (A.11)




































Plots for Neutrino Oscillations
In this chapter, we list down the various plots from Chapter 6. The following ﬁgures
are the plots of 휆 against 훼 for 푋2, 푋4, 푋5 and 푋6 respectively.








Figure B.1: This is a plot of 휆 vs 훼 for 푋2. The vertical axis, plotted in log scale, has
units of metre while the horizontal axis is dimensionless. The solid and the dashed
lines represent 푋 = 10−1 and 푋 = 10−4 respectively. The horizontal lines are the
bounds 10휆푐 and 0.1휆푐.
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Figure B.2: This is a plot of 휆 vs 훼 for 푋4. The vertical axis, plotted in log scale, has
units of metre while the horizontal axis is dimensionless. The solid and the dashed
lines represent 푋 = 10−1 and 푋 = 10−4 respectively. The horizontal lines are the
bounds 10휆푐 and 0.1휆푐.








Figure B.3: This is a plot of 휆 vs 훼 for 푋5. The vertical axis, plotted in log scale, has
units of metre while the horizontal axis is dimensionless. The solid and the dashed
lines represent 푋 = 10−1 and 푋 = 10−4 respectively. The horizontal lines are the
bounds 10휆푐 and 0.1휆푐.
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Figure B.4: This is a plot of 휆 vs 훼 for 푋6. The vertical axis, plotted in log scale, has
units of metre while the horizontal axis is dimensionless. The solid and the dashed
lines represent 푋 = 10−1 and 푋 = 10−4 respectively. The horizontal lines are the
bounds 10휆푐 and 0.1휆푐.
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The following ﬁgures are the plots of 푋 against 퐸 for 푋2, 푋4, 푋5 and 푋6 re-
spectively.









Figure B.5: This is the log-log plot of 푋2 vs energy. The full and dashed lines have
훼 values of 1.7 and 2.1 respectively. Here we have set 휆 = 휆푐.









Figure B.6: This is the log-log plot of 푋4 vs energy. The full and dashed lines have
훼 values of 0.8 and 1.1 respectively. Here we have set 휆 = 휆푐.
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Figure B.7: This is the log-log plot of 푋5 vs energy. The full and dashed lines have
훼 values of -0.8 and -1.2 respectively. Here we have set 휆 = 휆푐.









Figure B.8: This is the log-log plot of 푋6 vs energy. The full line has 훼 value of 5.8.
The graph when 훼 = 133 is not plotted. Here we have set 휆 = 휆푐.
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